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I

ndia’s aerospace and defence industry is
poised for growth with more domestic
procurements and new business opportunities.
Approval of 119 capital procurement proposals
worth Rs.2.15 lakh crore during the last three years
by the government has proved a catalyst in this
regard. These measures are aimed at promoting
the domestic defence industry.
The government has introduced a series of
measures to support the indigenous development of defence equipment under
the ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ (self-reliant India) initiative. Among the noteworthy
decisions are stopping the import of 101 weapons and military platforms
like transport aircraft, light combat helicopters, conventional submarines,
cruise missiles and sonar systems by 2024, followed by a second negative list,
putting import restrictions on 108 military weapons and systems such as nextgeneration corvettes, airborne early warning systems, tank engines and radars.
While releasing the SIATI-KPMG Report on ‘Private Sector Industries’, on 20th
October 2021, Secretary Defense emphasised the Government’s commitment to
enhance the participation of Private Sector in aero and defense manufacture, by
reserving 64% of defence procurement budget for the Private Sector in 2021.
This is an increase from 58% reserved for the private sector in the year 2020.
Secretary Defense has also exhorted start-ups and others to play a big role in the
development and manufacture of Drones for both military and civil applications.
The government has also increased the FDI limit under the automatic route in
the defence sector from 49 per cent to 74 per cent to facilitate enhance strategic
collaborations between Indian industries and to foreign OEMs.
With India being one of the world’s largest importers of arms, the government
is keen to reduce the dependence on imported military platforms and therefore
decided to support domestic defence manufacturing. Ministry of Defence has
set a target of a turnover of Rs.1.75 lakh crore in defence manufacturing in the
next five years, including an export target of Rs.35,000-crore worth of military
hardware.
The government has also carried out the restructuring of the Ordnance Factory
Board, creating seven new defence companies. Subsequently, orders worth
Rs.65,000 crore were given to the seven companies to boost Atmanirbhar Bharat.
Now, it is for India’s defence industry, Public and the Private Sectors and SMEs to
rise up to the challenge and achieve these goals, by synergising their capabilities
and capacities and sharing work to become increasingly cost competitive and
more efficient increasing productivity, and reducing delivery lead-time.
Dr C G Krishnadas Nair
Honorary President, SIATI
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Prime Minister, Narendra Modi with the President of Russian Federation, Vladimir Putin, at Hyderabad House, in New Delhi.

PM Modi & Putin Reviews
Whole Gamut of Bilateral Ties
Slug - 21st India – Russia Annual Summit

P

rime Minister Narendra Modi
and Vladimir Putin, President of
the Russian Federation, held the
21st India-Russia Annual Summit in New
Delhi on 6 December to discuss a range
of bilateral ties between the two nations.
Accompanied by a high level Russian
delegation, Putin and Modi reassured the
warmth and friendly nature of the bilateral
relations.
The leaders expressed satisfaction at
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the sustained progress in the ‘Special and
Privileged Strategic Partnership’ between
both countries despite the challenges
posed by the Covid pandemic. The first
meeting of the 2+2 Dialogue of Foreign
and Defence Ministers and the meeting
of the Inter-Governmental Commission on
Military & Military-Technical Cooperation
were also held in New Delhi on the same
day.
The Joint Statement titled India-Russia:

Partnership for Peace, Progress and
Prosperity aptly covers the state and
prospects of bilateral ties. Coinciding
with the visit, several Government-toGovernment Agreements and MoUs, as
well as those between commercial and
other organizations of both countries,
were signed in different sectors such
as trade, energy, science & technology,
intellectual
property,
outer
space,
geological exploration, cultural exchange,

education, etc.
Both leaders said that the agreements
were a reflection of the multifaceted
nature of bilateral partnership. Both of
them reiterated the need for greater
economic cooperation and in this context,
emphasized on new drivers of growth
for long term predictable and sustained
economic cooperation. They appreciated
the success story of mutual investments
and looked forward to greater mutual
investments.
During the meeting, both leaders
condemned terrorism in all its forms and
manifestations. In a joint statement issued
later, it was revealed that the leaders also
focused on improving the SCO Regional
Anti-Terrorist Structure and countering
terror threats emerging from Pakistan.
The role of connectivity through the
International
North-South
Transport
Corridor (INSTC) and the proposed
Chennai - Vladivostok Eastern Maritime
Corridor figured in the discussions. The
two leaders looked forward to greater
inter-regional
cooperation
between
various regions of Russia, in particular
with the Russian Far-East, with the
States of India. They appreciated the ongoing bilateral cooperation in the fight
against the Covid pandemic, including
humanitarian assistance extended by both
countries to each other in critical times of
need.
The meeting also discussed regional
and global developments, including
the post-pandemic global economic
recovery, and the situation in Afghanistan.
They agreed that both countries share
common perspectives and concerns on
Afghanistan and appreciated the bilateral
roadmap charted out at the NSA level
for consultation and cooperation on
Afghanistan.
Putin congratulated Modi for India’s
on-going non-permanent membership of
the UN Security Council and successful
Presidency of BRICS in 2021. Modi
congratulated Russia for its on-going
chairmanship of the Arctic Council.
The leaders said that both sides shared
common positions on many international
issues and agreed to further strengthen
cooperation at multilateral fore, including
at the UN Security Council. Putin also
invited Modi to visit Russia for the 22nd
India-Russia Annual Summit in 2022.

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh and Defence Secretary Dr.Ajay Kumar at the
20th India-Russia Inter-Governmental Commission on Military & Military Technical
Cooperation meeting, in New Delhi.

Indian Defence Minister, Rajnath Singh and the Russian Defence Minister, General
Sergey Shoygu after signing the Agreements at the 20th India-Russia Inter-Governmental
Commission on Military & Military Technical Cooperation meeting, in New Delhi on 6th
December.
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IAC-1 Gets One Step Closer
to Commissioning
The Vessel Successfully Completed its Second Sea Trials
The Indian Navy’s first Indigenous Aircraft Carrier (IAC -1) has
successfully completed its second sea trials in the Arabian Sea off
Kochi in October. The carrier would continue to undergo series of
sea trials to prove all equipment and systems prior handing over the
vessel to the Indian Navy. During the sailing, ship’s performance,
including hull, main propulsion, Power Generation and Distribution
(PGD) and auxiliary equipment were tested. IAC is expected to be
inducted in Navy by August 2022 when the nation will celebrate
Azadi Ka Mahotsav, which marks 75th year of India’s independence.
To be rechristened as the Indian Naval Ship Vikrant, the fast
commissioning of the vessel, which has already missed multiple
deadlines, is of paramount importance for India especially when the
Chinese Navy has growing presence in Indian Ocean Region (IOR)
and improved ties with Pakistan.

A

ircraft
Carriers
have
always been considered
the
strongest
military
deterrent force and the
most fathomable symbol of
maritime superiority for global powers in
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the post-World War scenario. An aircraft
carrier is the most valuable sea-based
military asset and offers an incomparable
military instrument with its ability to
project tactical air power over long
distances, including Air Interdiction, Anti-

Surface Warfare (ASuW), offensive and
defensive Counter-Air, AEA and AEW.
The need for India to have large aircraft
carriers is paramount as the nation
has a decisive role in securing the seas
and shipping lanes of the Indo-Pacific,
ensuring peace, providing security to the
region, and in case of a war, unleashing
lethal firepower.
Though the 44500-tonne carrier INS
Vikramaditya is standing combat-ready,
guarding the maritime frontiers, India is
eagerly awaiting the commissioning of the
second carrier -Indigenous Aircraft Carrier
(IAC-1). To be rechristened as INS Vikrant,
in memory of the nation’s first aircraft
carrier, which was decommissioned
earlier, IAC-1 is now undergoing the sea
trials in Kochi. The carrier would continue
to undergo series of sea trials to prove
all equipment and systems prior handing
over the vessel to the Indian Navy. During
the sailing, ship’s performance, including
hull, main propulsion, Power Generation

and Distribution (PGD) and auxiliary
equipment were tested. IAC is expected to
be inducted in Navy by August 2022.
The maiden sea sortie of the ship was
successfully undertaken in August. During
the maiden Sea Trials, ship’s performance,
including hull, main propulsion, PGD and
auxiliary equipment was satisfactory.
The second sea trials held by the end of
October reassured the results of first trials
and rectified the shortcomings. Detailed
trials and testing of propulsion machinery,
electrical & electronics suites, deck
machinery, lifesaving appliances and ship
systems were held during the second trials.
More trails are expected to be held in the
coming days.
The IAC designed by Indian Navy’s
Directorate of Naval Design (DND) is
being built at Cochin Shipyard Limited
(CSL), a Public Sector Shipyard under the
Ministry of Ports, Shipping & Waterways
(MoPS&W). The ship, being constructed
for Rs 22,590 crore, is 262 metres (860
ft) long and 60 metres (200 ft) wide,
and displaces about 40,000 metric
tons. It has a height of 59 m including
the superstructure. There are 14 decks
including five in the superstructure. The
ship has over 2,300 compartments,
designed for a crew of around 1700 people,
having gender-sensitive accommodation

spaces for women officers.
The ship with high degree of automation
for machinery operation, ship navigation
and survivability, has been designed to
accommodate an assortment of fixed
wing and rotary aircraft. It features a
Short Take-Off, Barrier Arrested Recovery
(STOBAR) configuration with a ski-jump.
The deck is designed to enable aircraft
such as the MiG-29K to operate from the
carrier. It is expected to carry an air group
of up to thirty aircraft, which will include
up to 26 fixed-wing combat aircraft,
primarily the Mikoyan MiG-29K, besides
carrying 10 Kamov Ka-31 or Westland Sea
King helicopters. While Ka-31 fulfills the
airborne early warning (AEW) role and
the Sea King will provide anti-submarine
warfare (ASW) capability.
Shining Example of Atmanirbhar Bharat
The indigenous design and construction
of aircraft carrier by the Indian Navy and
Cochin Shipyard Ltd. is a shining example
in the Nation’s quest for AtmaNirbhar
Bharat and ‘Make in India’ initiative with
more than 76% indigenous content. This
has led to growth in indigenous design
and construction capabilities, besides
development of large number of ancillary
industries, with employment opportunities
for over 2000 CSL personnel and about

12000 employees in ancillary industries.
Indigenous content towards procurement
of equipment, besides work by CSL and
their subcontractors is being directly
invested back into the Indian economy.
Around 550 Indian firms including about
100 MSMEs are registered with CSL,
who are providing various services for
construction of IAC.
Delivery of Vikrant is being targeted
to coincide with celebrations to
commemorate 75th anniversary of India’s
independence ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’.
With the delivery of IAC, India would
join a select group of nations with the
capability to indigenously design and build
an Aircraft Carrier and provides thrust to
Government’s ‘Make in India’ initiative.
Delivery of IAC would also strengthen
India’s position in the Indian Ocean Region
(IOR) and its quest for blue water Navy.
India’s Long Term Perspective Plan
envisages at least two operational aircraft
carriers at any one time with the third
one as hot reserve to substitute during
maintenance of either. With the delivery
of IAC, India would join a select group of
nations with the capability to indigenously
design and build an Aircraft Carrier, which
will be a real testimony to the ‘Make in
India’ thrust of the government.
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Guardian of Indian
Ocean Region
Faced with new threats to its maritime interests in the
Indian Ocean Region, India has been increasing its presence
in this part of the globe in recent years. Apart from
launching a host of pro-active measures such as enhancing
the presence of the Indian Navy in the region, the nation
has been engaged in modernizing the maritime wing of its
armed forces

A

s India celebrates Navy Day on
December 4, the Indian Navy’s
enhanced presence in the Indian
Ocean Region – which the country
considers its own backyard – in recent
years has been significant. The aim of these
deployments is not only to protect national
interests but also to counter China’s
intrusions into the area. In fact, China, as
part of its ‘string of pearls’ strategy, has
been expanding its geopolitical influence
along the Indian Ocean periphery since
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the turn of the millennium.
As a consequence, India too has been
steadily increasing its activities in the
Indian Ocean since 2001. Modernizing
the country’s bases on the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, which are near the
Malacca Strait used by Chinese ships;
establishing naval surveillance facilities
in Madagascar and Mauritius and
launching a military satellite to enable
communication even while far offshore are
among the major measures taken by India.

India’s efforts in this direction began
with annual tours of countries around
the Indian Ocean with small divisions of
around four ships. Incidentally, the visits
received a big thrust after Narendra Modi
took over as Prime Minister of India in
2014. That year, Indian naval ships visited
over 50 countries, including friendly port
calls by an aircraft carrier to the Maldives
and Sri Lanka. In 2016, the Indian Navy
hosted an international fleet review,
in which over 100 warships from 50
countries participated.
India, in October 2017, also launched
large-scale ‘mission-based deployments’.
This programme involves dispatching ships
for around three months to make port calls
in various countries to enhance India’s
naval presence. Subsequently, in May
2018, India decided to station fighter jets
in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands to
check the entry of Chinese carrier groups

into the region.
Earlier, in 2016, India had secured ‘port
of call’ rights to Diego Garcia from the
United States, to the port of Duqm from
Oman, and to Reunion Island from France.
In 2018, it was reported that India had
reached an agreement with Seychelles to
build a base on Assumption Island.
Blue water navy
As a blue water navy, the Indian Navy
is one of the largest and most powerful
maritime forces in the world. It operates
significantly in the Persian Gulf Region
and the Horn of Africa to the Strait of
Malacca, and regularly conducts antipiracy operations and partnership building
with other navies in the region. It also

carries out two to three month-long
deployments in the South and East China
seas as well as the western Mediterranean
simultaneously.
Formed on January 26, 1950, the Indian
Navy currently has around 70,000 active
personnel, 75,000 reserve personnel,
150 ships and submarines – including
an aircraft carrier – and 300 aircraft.
The aircraft carrier in active service, INS
Vikramaditya, serves as the flagship of
the fleet. The navy operates Kolkata,
Delhi and Rajput-class guided-missile
destroyers. The ships of the Rajput class
will be replaced in the near future by the
next-generation
Visakhapatnam-class
destroyers (Project 15B) which will feature
a number of improvements.

In addition to destroyers, the navy
operates several classes of frigates such
as Shivalik (Project 17 class) and Talwar.
Additional Shivalik-class frigates (Project
17A class frigates) are on order. Smaller
combatants of the Indian Navy include the
Kamorta, Kora, Khukri, Veer and Abhayclass corvettes. Replenishment tankers
such as the Jyoti-class tanker, INS Aditya
and the new Deepak-class fleet tanker are
also part of the fleet.
The aircraft, helicopters and UAVs
operated by the Indian Navy include the
MiG-29; MiG-29K; AWACS; Kamov Ka31; Boeing P-8; Ilyushin Il-38; Dornier
228; Britten-Norman;
HAL Dhruv;
Kamov Ka-27; Ka-28; Westland Sea King;
HAL Chetak; Seahawk; MiG-29KUB; BAE
Hawk; HAL Kiran; IAI Heron; IAI Searcher;
DRDO Lakshya and General Atomics
MQ-9 Reaper.
The submarines in its fleet are the nuclear
attack, ballistic missile and conventionallypowered
attack
submarines.
The
conventional attack submarines of the
Indian Navy consist of the Kalvari (French
Scorpène-class submarine design), the
Sindhughosh (Russian Kilo-class submarine
design) and the Shishumar (German Type
209/1500 design) classes.
Meanwhile, INS Arihant submarine
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ASuW corvettes and MCM vessels. New
submarine types include the conventional
Kalvari class, Project 75I and the nuclear
Arihant class.
New auxiliary ships
include replenishment oilers, missile
range instrumentation ship and ocean
surveillance ship.
The Indian Navy is planning to procure
22 General Atomics Sea Guardian drones
too.

was secretly commissioned into active
service in August 2016. The Navy plans
to have six nuclear-powered ballistic
missile submarines in service in the near
future. Arihant is both the first boat of
the Arihant-class nuclear-powered ballistic
missile submarines and the first nuclearpowered submarine to be built in India.
Modernization plans
The Indian Navy is also implementing a
new strategy to move from a platformcentric to a network-centric force by
linking all shore-based installations and
ships via a high-speed data network - Navy
Enterprise Wide Network (NEWN) - and
satellites. Moreover, India’s first exclusive
defence satellite GSAT-7 was launched in
August 2013. It covers the Indian Ocean
region, including both the Arabian Sea and
the Bay of Bengal region. In June 2019,
Indian Navy placed an order for GSAT-7R
satellite as a replacement for GSAT-7 and it
would be launched in 2022.
Meanwhile, the Indian Navy has initiated
Phase II expansion of INS Kadamba, the
third largest naval base, near Karwar.
Phase II will involve expansion of the
berthing facilities, raising manpower and
building a naval air station. This is to be
followed by Phase IIA and IIB. The Indian
Navy is also constructing a new naval base,
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INS Varsha, at Rambilli for its Arihant Class
submarines.
India also plans to build a pair of aircraft
carriers. The first, INS Vikrant, would be
commissioned in 2022. Vikrant displaces
44,000 tonnes. The second ship, INS

Vishal, will displace around 65,000 tonnes
and is expected to be delivered to the
Indian Navy by late 2030s.
In addition, the Indian Navy is
acquiring surface combatants such as the
Visakhapatnam-class destroyers, Project
17A-class and Admiral Grigorovich-class
frigates, ASW shallow water corvettes,

Joint exercises
As part of its strategy to boost
interoperability with the navies of friendly
countries, the Indian Navy engages in
numerous joint exercises. Among these
events, a notable schedule is Malabar, an
annual naval exercise involving the United
States, Japan and India as permanent
partners. Over the years, the exercise has

been conducted in the Philippine Sea, off
the coast of Japan, the Persian Gulf, in the
Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea.
Other exercises include the biennial
Milan. The next edition of Milan is
scheduled to be held in February 2022 in
Visakhapatnam. Meanwhile, Simbex is an
annual bilateral naval exercise conducted
by the Indian Navy and the Republic of
Singapore Navy. The latest edition took
place in September 2021 in the South
China Sea.
Similarly, Indra exercise is a biennial event
involving Indian Navy and Russian Navy;
Varuna has French Navy participating in
exercises with Indian Navy; Ibsamar is a
joint event of India, Brazil and South Africa
and in Slinex, Indian Navy is joined by Sri
Lanka Navy.

Ensuring Uninterrupted
Surveillance to Secure Borders

I

n a fast moving and increasingly
complex
world,
L3Harris
is
anticipating and rapidly responding to
challenges with agile technology – creating
a safer world and more secure future.
L3Harris’ portfolio of multi-sensor, multispectral systems are deployed worldwide,
at varying ranges, with overlapping
fields-of-view – providing uninterrupted
surveillance of borders, forward-operating
bases, airfields and other vital assets.
L3Harris’ breadth of EO/IR solutions
showcase a vast selection of target
detection, recognition and identification
ranges – making the WESCAM MX-Series
the best performance choice in each
weight class. As airborne technologies
continue evolve, WESCAM MXTMSeries systems continue to leverage
advancements in diverse optical, sensing
and processing technologies - directly
reducing size, weight and power (SWaP)
requirements. WESCAM MX systems
provide the best performance per pound,
whether performance is measured in target
detection range, target location accuracy,
target tracking consistency or operator
ease of use. From low-level tactical, to
ultra-long-range covert missions,
WESCAM are the pioneers in Short
Wave Infrared (SWIR) imager; it takes
the place of Low Light Imager. The SWIR
camera features high sensitivity and
wide spectral band from visible to SWIR,
including the near IR band which gives
the camera very good low light sensitivity.
SWIR features superior haze and smoke
penetration relative to color or low light
cameras. Near IR sensitivity gives it the
ability to image covert target markers

and personnel beacons. SWIR sensitivity
provides the ability to directly image the
laser designator spot.
L3Harris’s land sights incorporate battleproven WESCAM MX-Series EO/IR
imaging technologies -operating flawlessly
in extreme temperatures, at excessive
speeds and varying altitudes, and within
the harshest environments, including
those with intensive dirt, dust and smoke.
L3Harris’ powerful land technologies are
supporting the U.S. Army’s M-SHORAD
and the Swiss Armed Forces’ TASYS
tactical reconnaissance programs. As the
WESCAM MX portfolio of land systems
continues to grow, L3Harris’ sights are
set on integrating progressive on-themove imaging capabilities for tomorrow’s
integrated land solutions.
WESCAM MX-series electro-optical and
infrared (EO/IR) systems can be found on
over 220 different types of airborne, land

and maritime vessels. In India the L3Harris
EO pods are already operational on P- 8i,
MQ-9B.
L3Harris continues to invest heavily in
both product development and customer
care. From single-operator configurations
to complex, multi-operational systems, a
support eco-system has been designed to
increase operational availability minimize
repair turn-around time, reduce total cost
of ownership and minimize administrative
delays. Further, a comprehensive inservice support network has been
set up to address all levels of mission
requirement. L3Harris’ mature in-service
support structure is supported by global
customer service network comprised of
14 authorized service centers across six
continents, field-service representatives
available for dispatch 24/7, as well as a
team of engineers, technicians and service
specialists who are dedicated to delivering
world-class service.
Merlinhawk
Aerospace
Private
Limited, India has been in the defense
and aerospace business in India for 35
plus years and specialises in the design,
integration and manufacture of products
for airborne, land and marine systems .
Merlinhawk will be supporting the
L3 Harris EO pods in India, in terms of
Integration and service. Merlinhawk is also
working towards in country manufacture
going forward.
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Admiral R Hari Kumar, PVSM, AVSM, VSM, ADC with Admiral Karambir Singh, former Chief of Naval Staff.

‘Navy is a Potent and
Well-Balanced Force’
Indian Navy is ready to face any security challenge
Admiral R Hari Kumar assumed command as Chief of the Naval
Staff at a time when the Indian Navy is spearheading with its
modernisation drive amid the challenges posed by China, which
has the fastest-growing Navy in the world. Kumar, who took over
from Admiral Karambir Singh on his superannuation, said that the
Navy has closely watched the activities of Beijing and Pakistan and
been prepared for any escalation. “Indian Navy is a potent and
Well-Balanced Force I would like to assure the nation that Indian
Navy stands ready to deal with any security challenge. We are fully
confident of defending India's maritime interests,” he said.
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T

he Indian Navy is fullyconfident of defending
the country's maritime
interests and the force always
keep track of Chinese forays
into the Indian Ocean Region
(IOR), said Admiral R Hari
Kumar, who assumed command
as the 25th Chief of the Naval
Staff. Kumar, who took over
from Admiral Karambir Singh
on his superannuation, said that
the Navy has closely watched

the activities of Beijing and Pakistan
and been prepared for any escalation.
The Navy is carrying out acquisition of
hardware and platforms in keeping with
the security challenges facing the nation.
“I would like to assure the nation that
Indian Navy stands ready to deal with
any security challenge. We are fully
confident of defending India's maritime
interests," he said while addressing the
press on 4 December, Navy Day.
Kumar said that the Navy had forwarddeployed its ship in the IOR following the
Ladakh-standoff with China in order to
maintain good domain awareness of the
movements and activities in the region.
The Navy kept a right balance between
the number of ships and submarines in
the context of a third aircraft carrier.
“Our ships were forward deployed
when there were tensions on our
northern
borders.
Other
assets
were ready to face any escalated
situation. Chinese ships were under
close surveillance of the Navy and we

continue to do even now. Any of their
ships coming on deployment, we keep a
watch on them. We maintain fairly good
maritime domain awareness in our area
of responsibility,” he said.
Admiral Kumar assumed command at
a time when the Navy is spearheading
with its modernisation drive amid the
challenges posed by China, which has
the fastest-growing Navy in the world.
When asked about the rising strength of
Chinese Navy with over 130 ships in the
last 10 years, he pointed out that it was
not the numbers alone that mattered but
also the people behind it, the choice of
weapons, the strategy, the operational
plans among others.
“We don’t go into bean counting
or develop capabilities in response
to particular country. We develop
capability based on our maritime
interests. Therefore, our planning and
preparedness is to ensure on how to
preserve our maritime interests,” he
said.

While talking about a third aircraft
carrier, the officer added that a carrier
brought in certain capabilities. “It’s
not about either carrier or submarine,
but the right balance between ships,
submarines and aircraft”.
Referring to the formation of
integrated theatre commands, Kumar
said that jointness and integration was
not something that could happen “in
a very short time”. The modalities for
the Maritime Theatre Command (MTC)
could be finalised by mid-2022.
He also said that Maritime Domain
Awareness (MDA) had emerged as an
important theme for cooperation in
the region in recent years and the main
example was the Navy setting up the
Information Fusion Centre for Indian
Ocean Region (IFC-IOR). It is the hub
of maritime security information in
region and white shipping exchange
agreements with 22 countries and one
multi-national construct enables sharing
of crucial information.
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Redefining the Limits to be
a Contemporary Air Power

Air Chief Marshal Vivek Ram Chaudhari
PVSM AVSM VM ADC
Chief of the Air Staff, Indian Air Force

The IAF is committed to the development of Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA) with
an aim to incorporate contemporary sixth-generation capabilities and sensors in a fifth generation
platform. To enhance the IAF’s capability to detect the drones with due regard to emerging threats,
the force has been working on capability development and acquisition in this field. IAF puts its thrust
on the indigenous development of UAS/ Counter UAS technologies. “People’s Liberation Army Air
Force (PLAAF) continues to focus on strengthening its operational infrastructure along the Line of
Actual Control (LAC). We are looking forward to a peaceful de-escalation and disengagement process.
That being said IAF is ready to respond in case of any eventuality,” said Air Chief Marshal Vivek Ram
Chaudhari, Chief of the Air Staff (CAS), Indian Air Force. In an interview with Aeromag, the IAF chief
talks about the force’s focus on indigenization, new inductions, and plans along the LAC.
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for sensors, radars and EW systems. The
Tejas versions would accrue benefits from
this initiative. The IAF is committed to
the development of Advanced Medium
Combat Aircraft (AMCA) with an aim
to incorporate contemporary sixthgeneration capabilities and sensors in a
fifth generation platform.

Shall we begin with the question of the
new synergy in the defence ecosystem
with a substantial budgetary allocation
for indigenous fighter aircraft and how it
enhances the Air Force combat capability?
The budgetary allocation for an
indigenous fighter aircraft is a major boost
to the industry and the Indian aviation
ecosystem. The indigenization initiative
is not limited to fighter aircraft but also
in trainers, combat-helicopters and other
niche and advanced technologies that
aid network-centric warfare capabilities.
The IAF has inducted several indigenous

pieces of equipment across varied
domains like radars, missiles, network
systems, weapons and this is bound to
increase as the industry evolves with
advanced technological capabilities.
In view of the integration of advanced
electronic warfare systems, sensors,
radars and superior weapons, how would
you assess the pace of development of
LCA Mk 1A and AMCA, India’s fifth
generation fighter?
We have made steady progress in
operationalizing indigenous technology

Now that drone technology has
significantly added a new dynamic to
conflicts and terror threats, how capable
are we in countering drone strikes and
how fast can we adapt to novel combat
features of drone warfare?
The current radar pickup of the IAF
is being augmented by varied Counter
Drone Systems and drone radars are
being inducted. In addition, feasibility
of modification of the existing radars to
pick up the low RGB targets like drones
is being evaluated along with DRDO.
This will enhance the IAF’s capability
to detect the drones. We have been
working on capability development and
acquisition in this field with due regard to
emerging threats. Our thrust has been on
indigenous development of UAS/ Counter
UAS technologies. Procurement of the
subject systems is being undertaken
through indigenous route under well-
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defined Defence Acquisition Procedure
(DAP-2020).
In the backdrop of the centenary
celebrations of the Chinese Communist
Party and its added euphoria in the
Peoples’ Liberation Army, do you see any
dramatic change from the part of China
in Ladakh or any other sector of concern
— like strengthening of operational
infrastructure, or deployment affecting
de-escalation and disengagement?
The People’s Liberation Army Air
Force (PLAAF) continues to focus
on
strengthening
its
operational
infrastructure along the LAC. The
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developments
are
being
closely
monitored. We are looking forward
to a peaceful de-escalation and
disengagement process. That being said
IAF is ready to respond in case of any
eventuality.
We have been hearing about Integrated
Theatre Command structure as part of
reforms. For the Indian Air Force what are
the positive elements of transformation
and what are the major challenges?
The transformation will enhance the
joined role of the forces in planning and
coordinated execution at the highest level.
This is the most important higher defence

reform which will dictate the way we fight
in the future and IAF is fully committed to
it. Defining futuristic military capabilities
in light of asymmetric threats and
dovetailing CONOPS, the work on joint
Commands is an exhaustive exercise. An
optimum solution is envisaged to emerge
out of consensus catering to exploiting the
strengths of individual service doctrines.
Looking forward, what are your major
proposals for certain critical areas
and improving operational training
methodology amid all the devastation
and challenges of the pandemic?
Our focus is to retain our capability
by taking strict measures to protect our
human resource in these challenging
times. We have taken measures to ramp
up our capability by instituting pandemic
protocols to maintain the operational
edge. The pandemic has defined new
normal in the conduct of operations.
Digitalization has been instrumental in
aiding conduct of operational training
and battle inoculation exercises. We have
enhanced several online training modules
which were implemented during the
pandemic, and are now in a position to
take much of our academic and theory
training online. We are also expanding the
scope of virtual reality and similar aids, as
well as optimising our training cycle for
better efficiencies.

Indian Navy Showcases Innovations
Towards Nation Building

T

he Innovation Pavilion, set up at
the Navy House on occasion of
Navy Day 2021, was inaugurated
by Defence Minister Rajnath Singh, on 04
Dec 2021 in the presence of the Chief of
Naval Staff, Admiral R Hari Kumar. The
pavilion showcased how Indian Navy has
synergised innovation and Indigenisation
efforts and collaborated with Academia
and Industry, in keeping with the theme
for this year’s Navy Day “Indian Navy
– Innovating towards Nation Building”,
towards larger emphasis on Nation
Building whilst keeping its focus on own
Self-Reliance. The innovations presented
in the Innovation Pavilion were in-house
efforts of Indian Navy, in accordance the
vision of Mission Raksha Gyan Shakti and
displayed stalls on four major aspects.
The Innovations for Healthcare stall
displayed certain ‘game changing’ Medical
innovations including those undertaken
jointly with IIT, Mumbai like Aadyant
ORS (O2 Recycling System) for enhanced
safety in ICUs, Sanitizer using Nanotechnology effective on MRSA bacteria,
AI based Nebulizer and a Low-cost digital
stethoscope for tele-medicine especially
for rural / remote areas. The Partnering
with Academia for Technology Evolution
stall displayed Dental Dome, Navrakshak
gowns, Autonomous Boat and QuadCopter which was a result of agreement
between Indian Navy and Rashtriya

Raksha University (RRU) for licensing
of in-house developed technology, to
MSMEs for mass manufacture.
The Engaging with Young India stall
displayed products developed by Indian
Navy in conjunction with National
Forensic Science University (NFSU). These
included Limpet Mine Detection System,
Caged Drone for firefighting, Autonomous
Beach Check Survey Device (ABCD) and
Portable UW Diver Delivery System which
is being handed over to NFSU for further
refinement. The IN-STEP (Indian Navy
Student’s Technical Engagement Program),
engaging students in premier education
institutes through mentored online

internship, displayed Smart Firefighting
Suit (Amity University) and Underwater
Detection Algorithms (IIT Jammu).
Additionally, Corona Yoga game, made
by 10-year son of a naval officer, awarded
PM Rashtriya Bal Puraskar on 26 Jan 21,
was also presented. The Innovation for
Self-Reliance and Beyond stall displayed
Indigenisation efforts by Indian Navy to
reduce import dependency and provide
export potential. These included Tactical
Mobile Fiber Optic Cable with Jetty
Enclosure, Upper Deck Paint, Autonomous
Modular Inflatable Target (AMIT), Remote
Embedded Systems Support (RESS) and 30
mm Pre-fragmented Shells.
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Modernization of armed
forces in top gear

Facing multiple threats from land, air and sea, India has
embarked on a rapid modernization drive. Programmes to
achieve this objective have received a boost during Azadi Ka
Mahotsav, the celebrations to mark 75 years of the nation’s
Independence

I

ndia has embarked on a series of
programmes to celebrate Azadi
Ka Mahotsav, commemorating 75
years of Independence. Among them,
modernization of the nation’s armed forces
assumes major significance considering
the new threats that have emerged in the
neighbourhood.
A key aspect of modernization is
indigenization. India desperately needs
to achieve self-reliance in the defence
sector, a fact which has been stressed by
the Prime Minister on several occasions.
Speaking on the Union Budget 2021-22,
the Prime Minister had listed a series of
measures taken to boost self-reliance in
defence.
Regretting the fact that the country
is presently among the biggest defence
importers in the world, the Prime Minister
said it is carrying out crucial programmes
to change the situation and also to
enhance its capacities and capabilities at a
fast pace. In the latest budget, India has
earmarked a total amount of Rs 4.78 lakh
crore for the Ministry of Defence (MoD),
with a nearly 19% increase in capital
outlay.
A share of this budget allocation has
been reserved for domestic procurement.
Moreover, the Government has urged the
private sector to come forward and take up
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the responsibilities of both designing and
manufacturing of defence equipment. An
example of such an effort is the proposal
for seven projects worth Rs. 2,000 crore
in Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode
in financial year 2021-22 for operation of
major ports.
Indian Army
Meanwhile, over the last few years, all
the three wings of India’s defence forces
– the Army, Navy and Air Force – have

witnessed modernization programmes
aimed at enhancing their capabilities.
For instance, the Indian Army, faced
with a difficult strategic environment,
has been acquiring Armoured Fighting
Vehicles (AFVs) having night-fighting
capabilities during the past decade. In
the next few years, there are plans to add
software defined radios (SDRs), anti-drone
protection suites, and improved stealth
and navigation systems.
Another significant acquisition for the
India Army is the SIG716 assault weapon
and additional limited acquisitions for
the Indian special forces. Meanwhile, the
Army has plans to replace the Indian Small
Arms System (INSAS) assault weapon with
AK-203.
Systems such as towed artillery, UltraLight Weight Howitzers (ULH), Multibarrel
Rocket Launcher (MBRLs), and land-based
cruise and ballistic missiles were also
acquired from Indian as well as foreign
manufacturers. In fact, the border standoff with China led India to purchase more
of ULH 777, Vajra K9 and the Dhanush
towed artillery.
Future additions to the Indian Army’s
armoury include the Autonomous Towed
Howitzer Ordnance System (ATHOS), 155
MM and 52-calibre mounted gun system
and Pinaka Mk-II MBRLs.

Indian Navy
As part of modernization, India inducted
the carrier INS Vikramaditya, built by
Russia, in 2014 and decommissioned the
INS Viraat in 2017. At the same time, the
commissioning of the Indigenous Aircraft
Carrier-1 (IAC-1), which is built with
predominantly indigenous technology
at the Cochin Shipyard Limited (CSL), is
scheduled for 2022.
In addition, India commissioned three
Kolkata Class destroyers, two Shivalik
Class frigates, three Teg Class frigates, and
three Kamorta Class corvettes during the
last few years. In the near future, India
would be commissioning Project 15B
indigenously-developed stealth guidedmissile destroyers and Project 18 stealth
guided-missile destroyers. Moreover, the
Russian-origin upgraded Talwar/Teg class
(Project 1135.6) will see induction and
16 Indigenously-built corvettes called
the Anti-Submarine Warfare Shallow
Water Craft (ASWSWC) are likely to be
commissioned.
Another
notable
development
is
the Indian government approving the
Indian Navy’s request for changing its

development plan for six conventional
submarines with nuclear ones. R&D for the
possible testing of Submarine Launched
Ballistic Missiles (SLBMs) with a range
of 5000 km and 6000 km is also being
conducted.
Indian Air Force
Even though the force structure of the
IAF has changed little in recent years, its
fighter fleet has gone through upgrades.

The most important acquisition made by
IAF is the Rafale fighter. Delivery of 36
of these jets is being undertaken now.
Meanwhile, induction of the indigenouslybuilt Tejas light combat aircraft is also
taking place. IAF has placed an order
for 40 Tejas Mark 1 and 83 Tejas Mark
1A aircraft. In future, IAF is planning to
procure 324 Tejas aircraft in its three
variants, Mark 1, Mark 1A and Mark 2,
which is being developed by Hindustan
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Aeronautics Limited (HAL).
IAF’s and the Indian Navy’s airborne
Intelligence,
Surveillance
and
Reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities have
been enhanced under the modernization
programmes. After the Kargil war of
1999, the IAF has ensured that all its
tactical aircraft have Electronic Intelligence
(ELINT) capabilities.
At the same time, the most crucial
induction carried out by the IAF to boost
its ISR structure is Remotely Piloted Aircraft
(RPAs) or UAVs. India has acquired UAVs
ranging from the Israel Aircraft Industries
(IAI) Searcher II to the P-8I Poseidon
maritime reconnaissance aircraft. In the
coming years, India is expected to shift to
short-term solutions and lease UAVs such
as the MQ9-B Sea Guardian drones to
service its ISR requirements.
Other areas that witnessed critical
acquisitions are IAF’s transport and
helicopter fleets. India made significant

inductions of both these aircraft such as
C-130J Hercules and CH-47 (I) Chinook
multi-mission helicopters. Russian-origin
transport aircraft such as IL-76 and IL78 mid-air refuelling aircraft also saw
upgrades.
The next step in modernization is likely
to involve induction of multi-role tanker
support aircraft A-330 and light multimission choppers such as the Ka 226-T.
OFB restructuring
A landmark reform in the defence
sector carried out recently by the Indian
government is the restructuring of the
Ordnance Factory Board (OFB). Following
the revamp, aimed at modernizing the
country’s defence industry, seven new
companies were carved out of the OFB.
They are, Munitions India Ltd (MIL);
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Armoured Vehicles Nigam Ltd (AVANI);
Advanced Weapons and Equipment India
Ltd (AWE India); Troop Comforts Ltd
(TCL); Yantra India Ltd (YIL); India Optel
Ltd (IOL) and Gliders India Ltd (GIL).
Export targets
Along with boosting indigenous defence
production, India has also been focusing
on achieving higher export targets in

recent years. Various reforms have been
introduced for this purpose and the efforts
are yielding significant results. According
to the government, the country’s defence
sector has scaled greater heights thanks to
the reforms and an ecosystem conducive

for exports and FDI was also created. In
fact, the MoD has set a target of achieving
a turnover of Rs 1.75 lakh crore for the
aerospace and defence industry in the
country by 2025, including exports of Rs
35,000 crore.
Startups, private sector
India has also ensured the involvement of
MSMEs and startups to bring innovation
and modernization into the armed forces.
This initiative is expected to have a
positive impact on enhanced domestic
procurement, having a multiplier effect on
the industries including MSMEs and startups. The Defence India Startup Challenge
(DISC) launched by MoD also has received
good response, with over 1,200 MSMEs
participating in the fourth edition of the
DISC in 2020.
Meanwhile, two defence zones have
been set up – one in Tamil Nadu and the
other in Uttar Pradesh - which will provide
the private sector with a base to operate
upon. India has also been participating
regularly in all major aerospace and
defence events around the world, apart
from hosting key exhibitions such as
Aero India and DefExpo, to showcase its
products, services and capabilities.

MSMEs to invest more in R&D,
new technologies: Defence Minister

•

•

•

We can create a worldrenowned industrial base
in India which caters to the
domestic as well as global
defence needs
MSMEs support large entities
by manufacturing quality
products at component level
& at the same time generate
employment
India will soon become
state-of-the-art technology
provider not only for the
Indian Armed Forces but for
the world as well

D

efence Minister Rajnath Singh
has called upon Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) to
invest more in research & development
and manufacture new products &
technologies and thereby contribute to
the security and progress of the country.
He was delivering the inaugural address
at the MSME Conclave, organised by
Department of Defence Production,
Ministry of Defence in partnership with
Society of Indian Defence Manufacturers
(SIDM) in hybrid mode, in New Delhi.
The minister urged MSMEs and SIDM

to create an industrial base in India, on
the lines of ‘Mittelstand’ (Mittel-Stunt) of
Germany, which has been recognised by
the whole world for manufacturing metal
equipment. Rajnath Singh stated that the
Government is according top priority to
self-reliance in defence, in view of the
ever-changing security scenario, adding
that there is a need to move forward to
unleash the full potential of MSMEs in
the sector. He exuded confidence that
Indian manufacturers and their associated
MSMEs will play a major role in catering
to the defence needs of the country and
meet the global requirement.
On the important role being played
by MSMEs to realise Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s vision of ‘Aatmanirbhar
Bharat’, the minister said, major industries
play a big role in national security and
economic development by manufacturing
tanks, submarines, aircraft & helicopters,
however, hidden behind these big
platforms are small industries. In this era of
outsourcing, huge platforms are assembled
by thousands of components provided
by these hidden MSMEs, he stated. Shri
Rajnath Singh added that the MSMEs
are not only supporting large entities by

manufacturing quality products at subsystems & component level, but are also
generating direct and indirect employment
for the people. Saying that large industries
& MSMEs complement each other and
together can bolster the security &
economy of the country, he extended
the full support of the Government in
achieving this objective.
“Today, there is a sizeable number of
MSMEs in our country, which contribute
29 per cent to our GDP through their
national and international trade. After
the agriculture sector, it is the biggest
source of providing employment to about
100 million people. MSMEs also work
to involve innovators and mediators in
large enterprises. They help to fulfill the
objectives of large industrial entities by
becoming an important part of the value
chain and supply chain,” the minister said.
“We brought policies related to banking
and capital market so that our MSMEs can
get maximum capital easily and at cheap
rates. We came out with the policy of
value chain integration and establishment
of common facilities, industrial parks
and two defence industrial corridors
to reduce the fixed cost of MSMEs,”
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Rajnath Singh said while voicing the
Government’s commitment to tap the full
potential of MSMEs. He listed out some
of the initiatives which aim to promote
indigenous design, development and
manufacturing of defence and aerospace
equipment in the country under ‘Make
in India’ by harnessing the capabilities
of public and private sector especially
MSMEs. “We have an estimated Rs
85,000 crore industry of aerospace and
defence. The contribution of the private
sector in this has increased to Rs 18,000
crore. Our vision to make India a global
defence manufacturing hub,” he said.
The steps taken to encourage MSMEs
include issuance of Request for Proposal
(RFP) to MSMEs without any financial
condition in cases of procurement where
the estimated cost does not exceed Rs 100
crore/year or the total value is less than Rs

150 crore, whichever is higher; earmarking
of projects under Make categories,
procurement of which does not exceed
Rs 100 crore/year based on the delivery
schedule at the time of Acceptance of
Necessity (AoN) demand and revised
Offset Policy 2020 where the Indian offset
partner is an MSME.
Reiterating the Government’s focus on
encouraging exports, Rajnath Singh hoped
that India will soon become a net exporter
from a net importer. “The government
aims to achieve the export target of Rs
35,000 crore by 2024-25. Presently, India
is exporting defence equipment to around
70 countries. According to Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute
2020 report, India is in the list of top 25
countries in defence exports,” he said.
Shedding light on other steps like
Srijan Portal, notification of positive

indigenisation lists of 209 items and
‘Strategic Partnership Model’, the minister
reiterated the Government’s resolve of
‘Make in India and Make for the World’. He
stated that all these measures have resulted
in an increase in the number of contracts
being awarded to the indigenous defence
industry. “From prioritising procurement
of Indian/IDMM (Indigenously Designed,
Developed and Manufactured) categories
to supporting R&D, we are striving
to harness technology through active
collaboration with the industry, academia
and technology providers, equipment
manufacturers, quality controllers and
users,” he said.
SIDM President Jayant Patil, Senior
officials of Ministry of Defence & SIDM
and Industry representatives were present
during the Conclave.

CDS was created for
Strengthening National Security

General Bipin Rawat
Chief of Defence Staff (CDS)

T

he government has announced
in parliament that it has taken
various steps from time to time
to strengthen the security of the country.
Towards this, the post of Chief of Defence
Staff (CDS) was created in December
2019. The CDS has been mandated to
carry out integration and jointness in
the Armed Forces including creation of
Integrated Theatre Commands. The CDS
has also been made permanent Chairman
of Chiefs of Staff Committee. A separate
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Department of Military Affairs (DMA)
has been created to look after the matters
related to Army, Air Force and Navy and
jointness amongst the three services.
Further, modernisation, upgradation
and sustenance of military equipment and
weapons is taken up from time to time,
to equip the Armed Forces with modern
weapon systems / equipment under
various procurement provisions (DAP
& DPM). Also in emergencies, special
procurement powers to enhance the
operational capability are given to Service
Headquarters.

The Government has also taken several
policy initiatives and reforms to promote
indigenous design, development, and
manufacture of defence equipment in
the country and enable development or
transfer of technologies in the country.
In addition to the above, specialized
agencies viz. the Armed Forces Special
Operations Division, the Defence Cyber
Agency and the Defence Space Agency
have also been established to address the
emerging threats in the relevant domain.
Several measures have also been
taken by the Government to strengthen
the internal security architecture, such
as strengthening of legal framework
by amending the Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act, 1967; the National
Investigation Agency Act, 2008; Arms
Act, 1959; Modernisation of Police and
Central Armed Police Forces (CAPFs);
strengthening of border security grid
and coastal security; strengthening of
the Multi-Agency Centre (MAC) and
exchange of information and intelligence
in various forums.
This information was given by Minister of
State for Defence Ajay Bhatt in a written
reply to Rattan Lal Katariain Lok Sabha.

INS Vela, fourth submarine of Project-75,
commissioned at Naval Dockyard, Mumbai

I

NS Vela, the fourth submarine in the
series of six submarines of Project-75,
was commissioned on 25 November
in the presence of Admiral Karambir
Singh, Chief of the Naval Staff. The formal
commissioning ceremony took place at the
Naval Dockyard in Mumbai. The Scorpene
Class submarines are being built in India by
the Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited
(MDL) Mumbai, under collaboration with
M/s Naval Group (earlier DCNS), France.
The commissioning of the 4th in class
submarine is a major milestone achieved
today. INS Vela would form part of the
Western Naval Command’s Submarine
fleet and would be another potent part of
its arsenal.

Arvind Sawant M.P., Flag Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Western Naval
Command Vice Admiral R Hari Kumar,
Chairman & Managing Director, Mazagon
Dock Shipbuilders Limited Vice Admiral
Narayan Prasad (Retd) and other senior
civil & military officials of Ministry
of Defence were present during the
commissioning ceremony of INS Vela.
Crew of the erstwhile ‘Vela’, a Russian
origin Foxtrot Class Submarine, which
was decommissioned in 2009, were
also present amongst the guests on this
occasion.
The Scorpene submarines are extremely
potent platforms, they have advanced
stealth features and are also equipped with

both long range guided torpedoes as well
as anti-ship missiles. These submarines
have a state of the art SONAR and sensor
suite permitting outstanding operational
capabilities. They also have an advanced
Permanent Magnetic Synchronous motor
(PERMASYN) as its propulsion motor.
The delivery of Vela is yet another
affirmation of the impetus being given
by the Indian Navy towards consolidating
its position as a ‘Builder’s Navy’ as also
indicative of MDL’s capabilities as a
premier ship and submarine building yard.
The commissioning of the submarine
is coinciding with ‘Azaadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav’ and ‘Swarnim Vijay Varsh’
celebrations.
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India’s Defence Exports
Making Giant Strides
In 2014-15, the
country's defence exports
amounted to Rs 1,940.64
crore, which increased
to Rs 8,434.84 crore in
2020-21. The country is
on its way to becoming
one among the world’s
top five aerospace and
defence manufacturers
with an annual export
target of US Dollars
5 billion by 2025

E

ven when it is a leading defence
importer, India is engaged in a
vigorous effort to become selfsufficient in the sector and also export
its products. These measures are now
achieving significant results. According to
the Indian Government, the country has
exported military hardware and systems
worth Rs 38,500 crore in the seven years
since 2014.
Currently, exports are being made from
India to about 75 countries. According to
the details provided by the Government
in Parliament, India's defence exports
in 2014-15 amounted to Rs 1,940.64
crore, which increased to Rs 2,059.18
crore in 2015-16. Subsequently, the value
of exports in 2016-17 was Rs 1,521.91
crore and it went up to Rs 4,682.36 crore
in 2017-18 and Rs 10,7465.77 crore in
2018-19. The amount was Rs 9,115.55
crore in 2019-20 and Rs 8,434.84 crore
in 2020-21. In other words, the combined
total in the last seven years comes to Rs
38,500.25 crore.
Joint efforts by public, private firms
Highlighting this data, Prime Minister
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Narendra Modi pointed out that India's
defence exports increased by 325 per cent
in the last five years. “Both private and
public sectors are working hand-in-hand
for national security,” he added.
Another
major
recent
measure

implemented by the Indian Government
which
could
enhance
indigenous
production and boost exports is the
creation of seven new companies after
dissolving the Ordnance Factory Board
(OFB). The Prime Minister said these seven

new companies would form a strong base
for the military in the country in coming
days.
“These new companies will play an
important role in import substitution,
in line with the vision of 'Atma Nirbhar
Bharat' (self-reliant India),” Modi said.
"Our defence exports have increased
by 325 per cent in the last five years. It
is our target that our companies not only
establish expertise in their products, but
also become global brands," he said.
Meanwhile, Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh pointed out that India now featured
in the top 25 nations’ list of exporting
defence products, according to the
Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute 2020 report.
Major export products
India launched the ‘Defence Production
Policy -2018’ with the goal of becoming
one among the world’s top five aerospace
and defence manufacturers with an annual
export target of US Dollars 5 billion by
2025. However, India's track record as
an arms exporter has been modest due

to export restrictions on industries such
as the OFB. Still, OFB exported arms and
ammunition, weapon spares, chemicals

& explosives, parachutes, leather and
clothing items to more than 30 countries
worldwide such as Thailand, Malaysia,
Indonesia,
Sri
Lanka,
Bangladesh,

Germany, Belgium, Turkey, Egypt, Oman,
Israel, Kenya, Nigeria, Botswana, Chile,
Suriname and USA.
But, there has been a substantial increase
in India's defence exports due to the liberal
policies adopted by the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's government since 2014.
In March 2011, India agreed to sell its
first indigenously designed and built multirole offshore patrol vessel (OPV) named
Barracuda, to Mauritius. In March 2017,
India finalised a deal with Myanmar for
sale of indigenously developed lightweight
torpedoes worth US Dollars 37.9 million.
Similar naval platforms were sold to

Sri Lanka and Vietnam as well.
In September 2017, OFB secured its
biggest export order from UAE for the
supply of 40,000 numbers of 155 mm
artillery shells for Rs 3.22 billion (US
Dollars 43 million). In August 2019, OFB
received a second order from UAE to
supply another 50,000 artillery shells.
About 50 Indian companies in the
private sector have contributed to defence
exports. Some of the crucial export
destinations for defence products have
been Italy, Maldives, Sri Lanka, Russia,
France, Nepal, Mauritius, Sri Lanka,
Israel, Egypt, UAE, Bhutan, Ethiopia,
Saudi Arabia, Philippines, Poland, Spain
and Chile. The major defence items being
exported are personal protective items,
offshore patrol vessels, ALH helicopter, SU
avionics, Bharati radio, coastal surveillance
systems, Kavach MoD II Launcher and
FCS, spares for radar, electronic systems
and light engineering mechanical parts.
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First Indigenous Survey Vessel
for Indian Navy launched by GRSE

G

arden Reach Shipbuilders and
Engineers Ltd. (GRSE), a Mini
Ratna Category 1 Defence PSU
and a leading warship building company
of India achieved another milestone with
the launch of the first Survey Vessel, in
the series of four ships under the Survey
Vessel (Large) project for the Indian
Navy. Upholding the maritime traditions,
the ship was named “Sandhayak” and
“Launched” by Pushpa Bhatt, wife of Ajay
Bhatt, Minister of State for Defence,who
graced the occasion as the Chief Guest.
Vice Admiral Biswajit Dasgupta, Flag
Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Eastern
Naval Command, Vice Admiral Kiran
Deshmukh, Controller of Warship
Production & Acquisition,Vice Admiral
Adhir Arora, Chief Hydrographer to
the Govt of India, Rear Admiral Vipin
Kumar Saxena (IN, Retd), Chairman &
Managing Director, GRSE, Cmde Sanjeev
Nayyar, IN(Retd), Director (Shipbuilding),
GRSE, Cmde PR Hari, IN(Retd), Director
(Personnel), GRSE, SRK Dash, Director
(Finance), GRSE,other Senior Officials of
GRSE, Indian Armed Forces and Industry
were present at the occasion.
The ceremony was conducted in true
maritime traditions with the application
of vermillion, breaking of coconut on the
ship’s bow and chanting of vedic mantras.
The ‘Launch’symbolizes the “birth” of
the ship as she makes her first contact
with water and is floated out for from
her building berth.For the first time, this
special ceremony was also witnessed by
more than 100 students from various city
schools, NCC cadets and other citizens
of Kolkata including revered monks from
Ramakrishna SevaPratishthan, Kolkata.
This initiative under the aegis of ‘Azaadi
ka Amrit Mahotsav’ activities, provided
the citizens of Kolkata a glimpse of the
‘Warship’ building activity happening in
their city!
These survey ships are capable of full
scale coastal & deep-water hydrographic
survey of Ports & Harbor approaches &
determination of navigational channels
& routes. In addition, these ships are
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Ajay Bhatt, Minister of State for Defence, Vice Admiral Biswajit Dasgupta, Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Eastern Naval
Command, Vice Admiral Kiran Deshmukh, Controller of Warship Production & Acquisition, Vice Admiral Adhir Arora, Chief
Hydrographer to the Govt of India, Rear Admiral Vipin Kumar Saxena (IN, Retd), Chairman & Managing Director, GRSE after the of
the first Survey Vessel.
also capable of undertaking survey
of Maritime limits and collection of
Oceanographic & Geographical data
for Defence applications, thus boost
the maritime capabilities of the country.
These ships are propelled by two Marine
Diesel Engines combined with Fixed
Pitch Propellers and fitted with Bow &
Stern Thrusters for maneuvering at low
speeds during surveys. The ships are fully
designed by the Design team of GRSE to
meet the requirements of the Indian Navy
and are being built & outfitted utilising the
concepts of ‘Integrated Construction’and
in compliance with applicable provisions
and regulations of the Classification
Society (IRS).
Minister Ajay Bhatt, ,appreciated
GRSE’s efforts and said, “Launch of first
Survey Vessel (Large) ‘Sandhayak’ today
reinforces our commitment for indigenous
shipbuilding as part of our Prime Minister's
vision of ‘Make in India', and thrust to the
vision of 'Atmanirbhar Bharat’ (Self-reliant
India). The vessel will have over 80%
indigenous content by cost and this will also

ensure that large scale defence production
is executed by Indian manufacturing
units, thereby generating employment
and expertise within our country. It's a
matter of great significance that GRSE
had achieved a historic milestone, when
the 100th warship was delivered by the
shipyard. I am confident that the shipyard
will scale greater heights in years to come
and realise its vision of becoming a world
leader in warship building”.
Highlighting
the
achievement
of
another key milestone for the Shipyard,
Rear Admiral V.K.Saxena, IN (Retd.),
Chairman& Managing Director said,
“The Survey Vessel (Large) is one of our
proud creations for the Indian Navy and
coincidentally the previous ‘Sandhayak’
class of Hydrographic Survey Ships were
also built by GRSE. The first ship of that
class“Sandhayak” got decommissioned in
Jun 2021 after 40 years of glorious service
to the nation and her name lives on in true
traditions of the Indian Navy. The present
survey ships are equipped with new
generation hydrographic equipment and is

testimony to the maturity of ourindigenous
construction capability towards realization
of
‘Atma-Nirbharta’
(Self-reliance).
Theachievement of this major milestone
despite challenges posed by the ongoing
pandemic, stands testimony to the
commitment and capability of the GRSE.”
GRSE has delivered 788 platforms which
include 107 warships, of which 70 were
for the Indian Navy, 35 for the Indian
Coast Guard, 01 for the Government of
Mauritius and 01 for Seychelles Coast
Guard which is the highest number of
warships built & delivered by any shipyard
in the country. The Shipyard is currently
executing four indigenous shipbuilding
projects including three Advanced Frigates
under Project 17A, four Survey Vessels
(Large) & eight Anti-Submarine Warfare
Shallow Water Crafts for the Indian Navy
and one Fast Patrol Vessel for the Indian
Coast Guard. With emphasis on exports
and realigned marketing strategies, the
shipyard is building shipsfor export to
Republic of Guyana and a government
agency of Bangladesh.
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Defexpo 2022 to Reflect India’s
Growing Stature in Defence Exports

Rajnath Singh
Defence Minister of India

T

he 12th edition of
DefExpo, India’s premier
and the largest defence
exhibition on Land, Naval &
Homeland Security Systems
Exhibition will be held from
10th to 13th March 2022 at
Gandhinagar, Gujarat, India. To

be held at the Helipad Exhibition
Centre (HEC), the expo will be
presenting the comprehensive
spectrum of India’s aerospace,
defence and security interests.
The flagship biennial defence
exhibition of the Ministry of
Defence will be India’s attempt

at showcasing before the world
its indigenization prowess in
defence industry.
The expo gains much
significance as it comes at a
time when the government
has sharpened its focus on
positioning India as an exporter
of military hardware. Nearly
1030 exhibitors from over
70 countries will be marking
their presence at the expo
that be focusing on projecting
the country as an emerging
defence manufacturing hub,
one of the top priorities for
the government in the defence
sector. Over 3000 plus
delegates and more than 12
lakh visitors are expected to
attend the expo.
DefExpo 2022 would offer the
ideal opportunity for the Indian
Defence industry to showcase
its capabilities and seek new

customers highlighting the
government’s focus on ‘Make in
India’. DefExpo-2022 will bring
new technologies, solutions,
where defence manufacturing
companies from India and
abroad showcase their products
and services in defence
arena, on a single platform.
This provides Indian defence
industry an opportunity to
promote its export potential.
India’s Defence public sector
units, and growing private
industry and MSME will be
bringing their cutting-edge
technological products to be
showcased before the world.
The latest edition is expected
to be much bigger and grander
than the previous edition every
way though the challenges
posed
by
the
Covid-19
pandemic might prevail in
2022.

Schiebel impresses at search & rescue trials
in extreme conditions in the arctic

S

chiebel, together with Andøya
Space
Defence,
successfully
demonstrated
the
capabilities
of the CAMCOPTER® S-100 on board
the coastguard vessel KV Nordkapp in
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Norwegian waters.
The purpose of the trials was to
demonstrate the embarked Search and
Rescue (SAR) and maritime surveillance
capabilities of the CAMCOPTER® S-100

in the environmental conditions of the
Arctic in latitudes above 75 degrees north.
The week-long trial was made possible
through “Arctic 2030”, a Norwegian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs programme,
which aims to sustain Norwegian interests
in the far north.
The aim was to demonstrate that
Unmanned Air Systems (UAS) ideally
supplement manned helicopters, greatly
enhancing SAR efforts in this remote part
of the world.
The CAMCOPTER® S-100 proved
that it could operate in adverse weather
conditions, where manned helicopters can
be at higher risk.

GRSE Lays Keel of Ocean Going
Vessel for Republic of Guyana

M

arching towards fulfilling the
vision of becoming a global
shipbuilder, Garden Reach
Shipbuilders and Engineers Ltd. (GRSE), a
Mini Ratna Category 1 Defence PSU and
leading warship building company of India,
achieved another milestone by laying the
Keel of the ‘Ocean-Going Passenger cum
Cargo Vessel’ at Kolkata, a prestigious
project under execution for the Cooperative Republic of Guyana.
The Keel laying ceremony of the OceanGoing Vessel was conducted in the

to operate in the coastal and riverine area
of Northwest District of Guyana.
Speaking on the occasion, Chief Guest
Captain Stephen Thomas, Director
General,
Maritime
Administration
Department, expressed satisfaction over
the progress of the project and said,
“This project is a distinct enterprise for
the Government of Guyana designed
to provide smart transportation of
passengers and cargo. Catering to the
needs of our people, the vessel will prove
to be an efficient mode of transport for

pandemic. This vessel aims to create a new
benchmark in the field of passenger and
cargo movement in Guyana. This project is
a harbinger for more cooperation between
our friendly nations in the maritime domain
in near future. GRSE is proud to contribute
towards friendly bilateral relations between
the two nations.”
Earlier this year, GRSE and Transport
and Harbours Department (T&HD),
Government of Guyana signed the
contract for the construction of the
Ocean-Going Vessel. The Shipyard

presence of Captain Stephen Thomas,
Director General, Maritime Administration
Department, Ronalda Edwards-Horatio,
Charge’ D’ Affaires, A.I., Guyana High
Commission, India, Rear Admiral VK
Saxena, IN(Retd.), Chairman & Managing
Director, GRSE, Directors of GRSE and
other Senior Officials of GRSE and
Transport & Harbour Department, Guyana.
The 70 m long vessel with a displacement
of 1700 Tonnes is propelled by two diesel
Engines and Twin Disc Gear Boxes to
achieve a maximum speed of 15 Knots.
The ship has been fully designed by the
GRSE design teams and can accommodate
294 passengers (including 14 crew
members) along with 14 cars, 02 trucks,
and 14 containers & cargo and is planned

the passengers and cargo movement in
Guyana. This cooperation with India’s
leading shipbuilder GRSE, highlights our
stable and long-term relationship with
India.”
Highlighting the importance of achieving
this major ‘Keel laying’ milestone amidst
these challenging times, Rear Admiral
VK Saxena, IN (Retd), Chairman & MD,
GRSE stated, “The Ocean-going Passenger
cum Cargo Ferry Vessel project provided
GRSE with an opportunity to leverage our
expertise in design and ship construction
and showcase our shipbuilding prowess
in the global arena. The success of this
project stands dedicated to the untiring
efforts of Team GRSE and synergy among
all stakeholders despite of the ongoing

bagged this prestigious contract through
competitive bidding. The design has been
accomplished by the in-house design team
of GRSE and incorporates enhanced safety
and operational features. With its emphasis
on export and realigning marketing
strategies to match the dynamic global
environment, the shipyard is building six
patrol crafts for Bangladesh apart from
this ship for Republic of Guyana. In pursuit
of indigenization and Self-reliance in
Shipbuilding, GRSE is currently executing
six shipbuilding projects including three
Advanced Frigates under Project 17A,
four Survey Vessels (Large) & eight AntiSubmarine Warfare Shallow Watercraft for
the Indian Navy and one Fast Patrol Vessel
for the Indian Coast Guard.
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Defence Minister Inaugurates
‘Rashtra Raksha Samarpan Parv’

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh inaugurating the three-day ‘Rashtra Raksha Samarpan Parv’ in Jhansi on November 17. The Minister
of State for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, Bhanu Pratap Singh Verma, the Defence Secretary, Dr. Ajay Kumar also seen.

D

efence
Minister
Rajnath
Singh
inaugurated
the
three-day ‘Rashtra Raksha
Samarpan Parv’ in Jhansi,
Uttar Pradesh on November
17, 2021. Speaking at the
event, the minister listed out
several initiatives undertaken
by the ministry to strengthen
the defence sector and ensure
strategic independence.
The minister said that
the bolstering the national
security apparatus is of
paramount
importance
to the Government. “Our
country is facing many types
of conventional & nonconventional challenges from border threats to subconventional
threats
like
terror and extremism. There
is a need to create a strong,
modern & well-equipped
military, along with an
equally capable, vibrant and
self-reliant defence industry,
which can provide low-cost
yet top-quality equipment to
our forces in a time-bound
manner,” he said.
Underscoring the importance
of self-reliance in defence
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manufacturing,
Rajnath
Singh said, India cannot fulfill
its strategic and security
needs by relying on other
countries and the Government
is constantly striving to
achieve
‘Aatmanirbhar
Bharat’ envisioned by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. He
elaborated on the structural
and organisational reforms in
the defence sector, including
corporatisation of Ordnance
Factory Board; setting up of
defence corridors in Uttar
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu;
increase in Foreign Direct
Investment; draft Defence

Production
and
Export
Promotion Policy 2020.
He expressed confidence
that these steps will not
only increase the country’s
strength, but also provide a
roadmap to the Indian defence
manufacturing for the future.
The Government’s efforts
have started to bear fruit, the
minister said, mentioning Rs
50,000 crore order from the
Armed Forces to Hindustan
Aeronautical Limited (HAL).
He termed it a historic deal
which will take the Indian
Aerospace sector to greater
heights.

Shedding light on other
visible results, Rajnath Singh
said, in the last seven years,
the defence exports have
crossed Rs 38,000 crore
mark. Joining of more than
10,000 SMEs in the defence
sector and increase in research
& development, start-up,
innovation, and employment
in the defence sector are a
result of the policies rolled out
by the Government, he added.
Chief Minister of Uttar
Pradesh Yogi Adityanath,
Defence Secretary Dr Ajay
Kumar also spoke on the
occasion.

Gripen E in Serial Delivery Phase for
Brazil, Swedish Air Forces

General Carlos de Almeida Baptista Junior, Commander of the Brazilian Air Force,
Micael Johansson, Saab CEO and Major General Carl-Johan Edström, Commander of
the Swedish Air Force

S

aab held a high-level meeting
with authorities from Brazil and
Sweden to present the first six
serial production Gripen E aircraft, which
have left the factory and entered the
delivery phase. The delegations from
both countries also had the opportunity
to discuss joint activities that will be
beneficial to the Gripen programme.
The meeting was attended by General
Carlos de Almeida Baptista Junior,
Commander of the Brazilian Air Force;
Major General Carl-Johan Edström,

Commander of the Swedish Air Force;
Micael Johansson, President and CEO
of Saab; and Jonas Hjelm, Senior Vice
President and head of Saab business area
Aeronautics.
“These deliveries form an important
part of strengthening our capabilities and
defending Sweden. JAS 39 E Gripen will
increase Sweden’s defence capability,
allowing us to build a stronger and tactically
superior Air Force for every situation,”
said Major General Carl-Johan Edström,
Commander of the Swedish Air Force. “It

is a pleasure to follow the fulfilment of
yet another step in the delivery process of
the F-39 Gripen aircraft, which will lead
the evolution of the Brazilian Air Force’s
combat capability. This project represents
a new technological level for Brazil and
it is of fundamental importance in the
development of our Industrial Defence
Base,” said General Carlos de Almeida
Baptista Junior, Commander of the
Brazilian Air Force.
“The start of the serial delivery phase
with these four aircraft for the Brazilian Air
Force and two for the Swedish Air Force
is an extremely important achievement
for the Gripen programme. It shows
that we have a mature product and that
we fulfill our contractual obligations,”
said Micael Johansson, President and
CEO of Saab. “This all has been possible
thanks to our smart ways of working,
innovative production technologies and
close cooperation with the customers,”
he added. During the visit to Saab, several
serial production and test aircraft were
presented to the authorities, who also had
the opportunity to test the new Gripen
mission trainer simulator and to view an
air display with both Swedish and Brazilian
Gripen aircraft.

American Airlines pilots first to use
CEFA Aviation flight replay app in U.S.

A

merican Airlines, the world’s
largest airline, is the first carrier
in the U.S. to adopt CEFA AMS,
an Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) application
allowing pilots to virtually review flight

data on their tablet after landing.CEFA
AMS (Aviation Mobile Services) is the first
self-improvement tool allowing individual
pilots to access and review the specifics of
their flight after landing.
Captain Neil Raaz, Operations Safety
Director at American Airlines, says that
CEFA AMS is the next step in American’s
data-driven approach to relentlessly
advance safety. “By choosing CEFA
AMS, we are now able to advance the
Safety-II approach in a practical way in
our operations. This progressive new
debriefing capability will help promote a
culture of continuous self-improvement

and reinforce American’s safety-first
mentality into each flight.”
“We are delighted to partner with
American Airlines, who sets the standard
when it comes to flight safety,” says
Dominique Mineo, CEO of CEFA
Aviation, a France-based software
company specialized in flight safety and
pilot training. “Being able to deploy our
innovation in the U.S. was one of our
main ambitions. Today we can work with
an airline committed to the highest safety
standards and, beyond the conventional
safety approach, aiming for Safety-II
implementation.” Mineo added.
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The Resounding Voice
of German Aerospace

Volker Thum
Managing Director
BDLI

With its highly specialized industrial
workplaces
and
unique
high-tech
competencies, the German aviation
industry holds a key position in the nation’s
economy. How do you evaluate the
growth in the sector and rising business
opportunities?
That’s true, the aerospace industry is
crucial for Germany, especially because
we’re an export nation. One in six
new passenger aircraft is assembled in
Germany, and every new aircraft contains
technology ‘Made in Germany’. But this
not only applies to the economy. Our
industry is also crucial for European
security and sovereignty in space as well
as in civil and military aerospace. Once
we have fully left the Coronavirus crisis
behind us, the German aerospace industry
holds great potential for growth. Our
industry is involved in all of major aircraft
programmes across the world. The entire
supply chain is on course for growth,
including our medium-sized supplier
industry, the ‘hidden champions’ of our
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The German Aerospace Industries Association
(BDLI) has the crucial role to represent a strategically
important high-tech industry in which Germany
and Europe play a leading role globally. With
around 250 members, BDLI represent the interests
of an industry that is characterized by international
technological leadership and worldwide success.
The Middle East remains one of the most dynamic
growth regions in aviation, with an estimated
demand for 3,200 aircraft over the next 20 years.
BDLI sees great opportunity for the German industry
to partner on eye-level with companies from the
region. The Dubai Airshow plays a crucial role for us
to strengthen the network. 21 German companies
will be exhibiting their innovative products and
services in the German Pavilion plus others in direct
vicinity. “You may discover our ‘Innovation made in
Germany’, here at the Dubai Airshow in the German
Pavilion”, said Volker Thum, Managing Director,
BDLI, German Aerospace Industries Association.
Excerpts from the interview:

industry. You may discover our ‘Innovation
made in Germany’, here at the Dubai
Airshow in the German Pavilion.
The German Aerospace Industries
Association (BDLI) has been the voice of
German aerospace. What is BDLI’s role in
strengthening the aerospace sector in the
country and what are the initiatives?
Our role is to represent a strategically
important high-tech industry in which
Germany and Europe play a leading role
globally. With around 250 members,
we represent the interests of an industry
that is characterized by international
technological leadership and worldwide
success. This includes the communication
with political institutions, authorities,
associations and foreign representations
in Germany as well as various member
services at home and abroad. Plus: we
host the leading European aerospace show
for sustainability, innovation and new
technologies: ILA Berlin which stands for
“Innovation and Leadership in Aerospace”.

The next ILA will take place in Berlin from
June 22-25, 2022. It will be the most
significant air show in the EU next year
and a major milestone for the international
aerospace community following COVID.
India and Germany celebrated 70 years
of diplomatic relations recently and IndoGerman aerospace industry cooperation
is strong? How do Germany aerospace
players look at India as a growth market?
Germany is India’s main trading partner
in the EU, and economic relations
between our two countries have
intensified remarkably in recent years.
This is especially true of the aerospace
industry. Our sector has a long-standing
and successful partnership with India
and recognized the great potential of the
Indian aerospace sector very early on. India
was partner country of ILA Berlin in 2008.
An impressive number of BDLI-member
companies are very active in India, both
SMEs and system manufacturers. India
is one of the most promising growth

markets, offering significant opportunities
for the German aerospace industries.
Annually, around 150 million passengers
flew with Indian airlines recently. Hence,
we look very optimistically to India.
Currently, an Indo-German Aerospace
Project, supported by the Federal Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy, is being
realised. Selected German and Indian
aerospace companies work together to
further expand aerospace business in
India.
The economic crisis triggered by the
Coronavirus pandemic has been a major hit
for aviation and aerospace industry across
the globe. How did it affect Germany and
what are the survival measures taken by
BDLI?
The Coronavirus pandemic has been
the most serious crisis in the aerospace
industry. Many of the 100,000 hightech jobs in Germany and the country’s
strategic autonomy were at stake. The
situation has been dramatic in Germany.
Three quarters of all employees in the
German aerospace industry had to go on
furlough, and more than two thirds of
suppliers have undergone restructuring,
some of it very painful. All in all, hundreds
of companies have been affected by
this massive crisis. We reacted fast and
implemented a wide range of pragmatic
solutions such as the introduction of
short-time work and operational pauses.
These measures were taken in close
cooperation with our workforce and
with the German Government. This wellcoordinated interplay of entrepreneurial
and governmental measures has helped
to cushion the impact of this crisis and to
keep the supply chain alive.
Germany aims at becoming pioneer in
CO2-neutral aviation. How does BDLI
support this vision and how challenging is
it?
This is one of the most important topics

that we are working on. We recognise our
responsibility to protect our environment
and we are actively taking up the
challenge. Since the beginning of the jet
age, emissions per passenger kilometre
have already fallen by 80%. Now, we
work on the aircraft of the future. Airbus
has recently presented three design
concepts called #ZEROe which outline
how the aircraft could look like. The
German aerospace industry plays a central
role in developing the climate-neutral
aircraft of the future. Today, almost 90%
of our R&D investments are directly aimed
at reducing emissions and noise. Now it is
also up to policy makers to promote the
introduction of sustainable aviation fuels
(SAF) and hydrogen on a larger scale.
These have the potential to significantly
reduce aviation emissions. This is how the
energy transition in the skies will succeed.

the defence system would complement
and eventually completely replace today’s
Eurofighter and Rafale combat aircraft. For
this, the political course must be set now.
Recently, the Implementing Agreement 3
has been signed by Germany, France and
Spain. This is a milestone towards the
implementation of the project.

There is a joint program to produce
Europe’s sixth-generation fighter jet
Future Combat Air System (FCAS). Could
you talk more about the project and its
latest updates?
FCAS is the most important technological
and political project in Europe. It will
be a “system of systems”, i.e. a system
network consisting of a manned or
optionally-manned command platform
(Next Generation Fighter) and unmanned
components (Remote Carriers). It will
strengthen Europe’s competitiveness and
strategic autonomy over the coming
decades. This system-of systems is a
cornerstone of European security policy
and ensures that our sovereignty can be
maintained in the future – strategically,
technologically and industrially. By 2040,

Could you share with us your vision and
priorities for BDLI? What are the major
milestones ahead to be achieved by the
association?
We need to overcome the Covid-19
crisis and secure the future of the German
aerospace industry. This means we need to
ensure that the aircraft of the future will
come from Germany and will be “airborne
in Europe”. That aircraft will be digital and
climate neutral. Therefore, we are working
under high pressure to develop the first
commercial climate-neutral aircraft. Our
objectives are ambitious, but crystalclear: We want to achieve climate-neutral
aviation by 2050. You and me, we will fly
without emissions in our lifetime. At ILA
2022, the next major milestone will be
achieved.

Special issues for Singapore Airshow

The role and use of drones/UAS in
defence as well as civilian sector see a
tremendous growth and German drone
market forecasts to double in value by
2025. How do you look at it?
Indeed, the drone market is growing
significantly. Drones are the core of the
future technology of the 21st century.
Today, the German drone market is
worth over half a billion euros. Services
performed with drones account for over
half of the market. German companies
and start-ups are not only world leaders
and promise to be the first to obtain
series approval but have rather become
a magnet for Germany as an aviation
location. Therefore we push for uniform
European regulation to ensure that the
drone market can unfold its full potential.
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Pioneering leader in
Saudi explosives industry
The first civil explosives manufacturing company
to directly support the fields of construction,
mining, infrastructure, cement industry and oil
exploration in Saudi Arabia, Saudi Chemical
Company Limited is now manufacturing military
products to turn into reality the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia’s Vision 2030 goals. Engineer Abdullah AlZnaedi, CEO, Explosives Sector, Saudi Chemical
Company Limited, explains
Eng. Abdullah Al-Znaedi
CEO, Explosives Sector
Saudi Chemical Company Limited
Saudi Chemical Company Limited is one
of the leading manufacturers of civil and
military explosives, with around 50 years
of success in the industry. What are the
major achievements of the company over
these years?
Saudi Chemical Company Limited was
established in 1972, and since then it has
enjoyed a prominent position pioneering
explosives manufacturing in Saudi
Arabia. It was the first civil explosives
manufacturing company to directly
support the fields of construction, mining,
infrastructure, cement industry and oil
exploration in Saudi Arabia; the company
has quickly expanded its services
outreach regionally and internationally as
a civil explosives provider.
In line with the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia’s Vision 2030 goals, we have
embarked on a strategy of developing
our
capabilities
in
manufacturing
military explosives and fuzes, aiming to
contribute to developing Saudi Arabia’s
military industries sector and localizing its
products.
Along with our three civil explosives
plants and the distribution sites spread
across all regions of Saudi Arabia, we
announced the building of a ‘Military
Industries Complex’ for military energetic
materials and solutions in the country’s
capital Riyadh which is the region’s first
energetics research and development
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facility.
Could you tell us about the other
companies under the aegis of Saudi
Chemical Company Holding and their
operations?
Saudi Chemical Company Holding
owns and operates five subsidiaries,
all of which serve the development of
the non-oil sector, including the Suze
International Nitrate Company (SINCO)
in Egypt. SINCO produces various grades
of Ammonium Nitrate products, which is
being sold globally.
What are the products and services
offered by Saudi Chemical Company
Limited? What are the highlights of your
operations in the defence sector?
Saudi Chemical Company Limited
focuses on realizing its strategic objective
of being recognized as the leading
producer of civil and military explosives

locally, regionally and expanding the
reach of its services and solutions to
global level. The long and distinguished
history of the Saudi Chemical Company
Limited in the civil explosives sector
reflects its capabilities as we have
worked on mega projects in Saudi Arabia
and
neighbouring countries in civil,
infrastructure, cement, exploration and
mining industries over the course of the
last 50 years.
We have expanded our capabilities and
activities into the military sphere with the
aim of supplying the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia with military products and services
by 2030, as well as developing energetic
solutions for both the Saudi military and
global customers.
Saudi Chemical Company Limited’s
products
include
non-electrical
detonators, primary explosives, fuzes,
blasting agents, seismic explosives and
initiation systems also.

Implementing the highest standards
in safety, quality and certification is
a major pillar of the Saudi Chemical
Company Limited’s successful strategy
as it is fully committed to providing a
safe environment for our employees
as well as high quality products to our
customers that has created a competitive
advantage in the market. Consequently,
we have attained certifications from
the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), including ISO
9001:2015/ ISO 45001:2018 / ISO
14001:2015; US Department of Defence
military standards and NATO standards
for safety and security.
Could you share details of your export
business and international operations?
Who are the major clients?
The focus of Saudi Chemical Company
Limited is on satisfying the local

demand within Saudi Arabia especially
in the mining, cement and infrastructure
sectors in addition to the military sector.
However, we do provide direct products
sales and solutions for other customers
within the region.
The company has large factories and
several distribution centres. How strong is
the supply network?
Saudi Chemical Company Limited
is in the business of explosives for 50
years. We had served local and regional
customers with a very well-established
supply network. It is well-known that
dealing with explosive materials is
highly restricted and controlled by many
governmental authorities and other
stakeholders; and we have proven during
the past years the company’s capability
to manage all supply chain activities
efficiently.

Could you shed some light on your R&D
and manufacturing capabilities?
The Research and Development (R&D)
Centre belonging to our Military (as well
as Civil) Industries Complex is considered
the first-ever military energetics centre in
the Middle East. The R&D Centre, located
in Riyadh, will contribute to transforming
our company into a national supplier of
military energetic products and solutions.
The objectives of the R&D Centre revolve
around developing customer solutions
and local products of the highest quality,
ensuring adherence to the highest
standards.
What are the expansion plans of the
company? Could you share with us the
objectives to be achieved in the coming
years?
Saudi Chemical Company Limited is a
subsidiary of Saudi Chemical Company
Holding which is also active in other
industries that support the growth
of the non-oil sector in Saudi Arabia
and contribute to implementing the
principles of sustainable development in
its economic, social and environmental
dimensions.
At Saudi Chemical Company Limited,
we aim to enhance our capabilities in
the explosives industry and associated
services and solutions, adhering to the
objectives of the ambitious Vision 2030.

Boost to Make-in-India, Prime Minister
Hands Over HAL Made LCH to IAF

P

rime Minister Narendra Modi
handed over the HAL produced
indigenous
Light
Combat
Helicopter (LCH) to the Indian Air Force
(IAF) during the ‘Rashtriya Raksha
Samarpan Parv’ celebrations to mark the
75th year of India’s independence, held
at Jhansi, Uttar Pradesh from November
17 to 19. The IAF Chief Air Chief Marshal
Vivek Ram Chaudhari symbolically
received LCH in presence of several
dignitaries.
LCH is the dedicated combat helicopter
designed and developed indigenously
for the first time in India. LCH is the only

Attack Helicopter in the world which can
land and take-off at an altitude of 5000
m (16400 ft) with considerable load of

weapons & fuel meeting the specific
requirements of Indian Armed Forces.
HAL has proactively initiated advance
action towards launching the production
activities of 15 LCH LSPs with internal
funding. Material procurement for all
the 15 helicopters have been completed.
Three helicopters are ready for delivery
to users and the balance helicopters are in
advanced stages of production. HAL has
initiated various planning activities and has
drawn a detailed master plan for achieving
the peak rate production capacity of 30
helicopters per annum in order to cater to
production of balance 145 LCHs.
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BDL set to Expand its
Footprints in the Global Market
Bharat Dynamics Limited’s (BDL)
products meet international standards.
The recent government policies have
enhanced the ’ease of doing business’
with friendly foreign countries. To tap
the export potential of its products, BDL
is exploring the world market for supply
of Anti-Tank Guided Missiles, Surface-toAir Missile, Air-to-Air Missiles, Torpedoes
and Counter Measure Systems to friendly
foreign countries. BDL’s Light Weight
Torpedo has already been exported.
“Further, BDL is also receiving new leads
for export of Akash Weapon System.
I am hopeful these will get translated
into orders very soon,” said Commodore
Siddharth Mishra (Retd), Chairman and
Managing Director, BDL. Speaking to
Aeromag, he talks about the company’s
export business and other activities.
Commodore Siddharth Mishra (Retd)
CMD, BDL
How does BDL strengthen its in-house
R&D efforts?
BDL has a strong in-house R&D
division with talent drawn from premier
institutions. The division is leveraging
emerging technologies like Artificial
Intelligence (AI) to develop state-of-theart weapons for the Armed Forces. The
Missile Development group set up within
the in-house R&D Division is working on
Next Generation Missile Programs. BDL
has also signed MoUs / agreements with
foreign OEMs and start-up companies to
develop weapons of next generation.
How does BDL look at the export
potential of its products? How will the
company meet the domestic and export
demands for its products?
BDL’s products meet international
standards. The recent government policies
have enhanced the ’ease of doing business’
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with friendly foreign countries. To tap the
export potential of its products, BDL is
exploring the world market for supply of
Anti-Tank Guided Missiles, Surface-toAir Missile, Air-to-Air Missiles, Torpedoes
and Counter Measure Systems to friendly
foreign countries. BDL’s Light Weight
Torpedo has already been exported.
Further, BDL is also receiving new leads
for export of Akash Weapon System.
I am hopeful, very soon, these will get
translated into orders.
BDL has plans in place to meet the
domestic and export demands of its
products. BDL at present has three
operating units namely, Kanchanbagh
Unit at Hyderabad, Bhanur Unit in Sanga
Reddy district in Telangana State and
Visakhapatnam Unit in Andhra Pradesh.
In addition to these, BDL has three
upcoming units located in Ibrahimpatnam
in
Telangana,
Amravati
Unit
in

Maharashtra and the latest one, at Jhansi
in the UP Defence Corridor. BDL is also
upgrading its manufacturing facilities by
leveraging state-of-the-art technology
to meet the demands of armed forces,
both domestic and foreign. The upcoming
units together with modernization of
production facilities will be sufficient to
meet the demands.
To what extent are indigenization efforts
being made to contribute towards creation
of Atmanirbhar Bharat?
BDL has always been focusing on
the concept of indigenization across
its programs and all efforts are put to
maximize the indigenous content in the
products. In the foreign collaboration
programs that BDL has entered into,
the company has been successful in
indigenizing the items, over and above
the contracted indigenization content

percentage with the support of OEMs.
The average percentage of indigenization
across BDL is between 80 and 90 percent.
This philosophy of the company has
helped it reduce the import cost and
offer competitively priced products to
the Indian Armed Forces. This has been
a very important factor since the Armed
Forces were getting technology at the best
price and with assured products lifecycle
support from BDL.
In line with the Atmanirbhar Bharat
initiative of the government, BDL has
furthered its indigenization processes by
inviting Indian vendors who indigenize
components through the gvernment’s
‘Srijan’ portal. BDL has also been
working on in-house R&D products like
the Konkurs Launchers Test Equipment,
Konkurs Missile Test Equipment, Counter
Measures Dispensing System (CMDS) etc.,
which were import substitute systems for
the Indian Armed Forces. In these cases
also, price competitiveness and quality
standards have been the ‘key driving force’
for the Indian Armed Forces to reduce
the dependency on importing similar
items from abroad. BDL plans to create a
‘vendor ecosystem’ to support the various
programs with indigenous components
towards realization of Atmanirbhar Bharat
in the Defence Sector.
BDL plans to set up a unit in the UP
Defence Corridor. What are the expansion
plans of the company? What are the goals
to be achieved?
BDL is setting up a manufacturing unit
in Jhansi as a part of its diversification
and expansion plan and a MoU regarding
this has been signed with Uttar Pradesh
Expressways
Industrial
Development
Authority (UPEIDA) for setting up a unit
in the UP Defence Corridor. The upcoming
facility at Jhansi will be the sixth one and
the first in northern India.
BDL has acquired 183 Hectares of land
in Jhansi under a lease agreement for an
initial period of 30 years, which will be
extendable up to 90 years for setting up
the new Unit. The new facility will be set
up to manufacture propulsion system
which will be used for various types of
missiles manufactured by the company.
This is an important step towards
the backward integration plan being
implemented to further strengthen the
capability to deliver world class weapon

systems to the customers. We plan to
commence operations at this facility by
2023, which would create employment
opportunities in the area and pave way
for MSMEs ancillary units. Also, we are in
the process of setting up manufacturing
facilities at Amravati in Maharashtra and
Ibrahimpatnam in Telangana.
BDL is also planning to establish a facility
in the UP Corridor for testing requirements
under ‘Defence Testing Infrastructure
Scheme’ of Ministry of Defence.
What is BDL doing to support startups in
its business ecosystem?
BDL has entered into MoU with T-Hub
and established Innovation Promotion
Centre (IPC) at T-Hub to promote a
collaborative environment with Start-ups.
Individual MoUs have been entered with
start-ups to develop innovative products.
BDL is in the process of identifying suitable
start-ups which are working on Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning, Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) Satellites, ElectroOptical Systems, Anti drone system for
the development of state- of- the- art
products for the Indian Armed Forces.
BDL is ready to share its test facilities
with start-ups for testing of materials /
sub-systems / equipment. The details of
test facilities are available in public domain.
The procedures have been simplified to
encourage active participation of ‘start
ups’.
BDL has paid the final Dividend to the
Government of India recently for the year
2020-21. Could you please share more
details of this?
BDL has paid final dividend of Rs 8.926
Crore for the financial year 2020 - 21 to

the Government of India pertaining to the
Government of India shareholding in BDL.
The company has declared final dividend
of Rs 0.65 per equity share of Rs 10 /each for the financial year 2020 – 21. The
final dividend declared by the company
works out to 6.5 % of the paid up share
capital of Rs 183.28 Crore.
Earlier, during March this year, an interim
dividend of Rs 6.70 per share amounting
to Rs 92.008 Crore was paid by BDL to
the Government of India for the financial
year 2020 - 21 towards Government of
India’s shareholding in BDL. With this, the
total dividend paid by BDL to Government
of India for the financial year 2020 - 21
amounts to Rs 100.934 Crore.
BDL has recently handed over an
Oxygen Generator to ESIC hospital. Could
you share more details about this?
Supporting the nation’s fight against the
Covid-19 pandemic BDL has been doing
several activities. BDL as part of its CSR
initiative handed over a Pressure Swing
Adsorption (PSA) Oxygen Generator to
the Employees State Insurance Corporation
(ESIC) Medical College, Hyderabad to
fight against the pandemic. The system,
which has a capacity of producing 960
litres per minute, is equivalent to 170 - 220
cylinders per day. It also has an in-built
manifold for secondary oxygen supply in
case of power failure or malfunction. The
oxygen generator will be useful to the
needy and aid medical students in their
learning.
This is the second oxygen generator
contributed by BDL to fight against the
ongoing pandemic. Earlier this year, a
similar system was handed over to the
Military Hospital, Secunderabad by BDL.
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Vice Admiral Ajendra Bahadur Singh
takes over as Foc-in-C, WNC

V

ice Admiral Ajendra
Bahadur
Singh,
AVSM, VSM took
over as the Flag Officer
Commanding–in-Chief
(FOC-in-C), Western Naval
Command (WNC) from
Vice Admiral R Hari Kumar,
PVSM, AVSM, VSM, ADC
at INS Shikra.
Prior to taking over as the
Flag Officer Commandingin-Chief of the WNC,
Vice Admiral AB Singh
served as the Flag Officer
Commanding-in-Chief
of the Eastern Naval Command. He is among the very few
Commanders-in- Chief who have been bestowed with the
unparalleled honour and unique distinction of heading both
operational commands of the Indian Navy.
Commissioned into the Navy on 01 July 1983, Vice Admiral AB
Singh is a specialist in Navigation and Direction. An alumnus of
UP Sainik School, Lucknow and the National Defence Academy,
Khadakvasla, he received his first Master’s degree from Madras
University during the Staff Course at Defence Services Staff
College, Wellington wherein he was also awarded the Scudder
Medal. He also earned a Master’s Degree in Global Security from
Cranfield University, United Kingdom in 2005.
A recipient of the Ati Vishist Seva Medal and Vishist Seva
Medal, he has held several key operational, staff and training
appointments in his naval career. He was the Navigating Officer
of INS Kamorta (during Op Pawan) and destroyer INS Ranjit,
besides being the Fleet Navigating Officer of the Western Fleet
during Op Parakram.

Vice Admiral Biswajit Dasgupta,
takes over as Foc-in-C, ENC

V

ice Admiral Biswajit Dasgupta, AVSM, YSM, VSM
assumed charge as the Flag Officer Commanding-inChief (FOC-in-C), Eastern Naval Command (ENC). Vice
Adm Dasgupta inspected the Ceremonial Guard and reviewed
platoons of naval personnel drawn from various ships and
establishments of the ENC. The ceremony was attended by all
Flag Officers and Commanding Officers of ships, submarines and
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establishments.
Vice Adm Biswajit Dasgupta is an alumnus of National Defence
Academy. He was commissioned into the Indian Navy in 1985
and is a specialist in Navigation and Direction. He is a graduate of
Defence Services Command and Staff College, Bangladesh, Army
War College, Mhow and National Defence College, New Delhi.
He has commanded four frontline ships including the missile
corvettes INS Nishank, INS Karmuk, stealth frigate INS Tabar and
the aircraft carrier INS Viraat.
He has held other operational, training and staff appointments
such as Commander Work Up at Headquarters at Indian Naval
Work up Team (Kochi), Directing Staff at the Defence Services
Staff College (Wellington), Officer-in-Charge of the Navy’s
Navigation and Direction School, Naval Assistant to the Chief of
the Naval Staff and Fleet Operations Officer of the Western Fleet.
On promotion to Flag Rank, he was appointed as Chief Staff
Officer (Operations) at Headquarters, Western Naval Command
at Mumbai. During 2017-18, he held command of the prestigious
Eastern Fleet at Visakhapatnam and was thereafter appointed as
Additional Director General at NCC Headquarters, New Delhi.
On promotion to the rank of Vice Admiral, he was appointed as
the Controller Personnel Services at Integrated Headquarters,
Ministry of Defence (Navy) at New Delhi from Jun 2019 to Jun
2020.
The Flag Officer is a recipient of the Ati Vishisht Seva Medal
and Vishisht Seva Medal for distinguished service. He was also
awarded the Yudh Seva Medal for coordinating evacuation
operations from strife-torn Yemen in 2015 under Operation
Raahat.
Vice Adm Dasgupta was the Chief of Staff, Eastern Naval
Command since Jun 2020 prior to being elevated as the
Commander-in-Chief.

Vice Admiral MA Hampiholi
Assumes
Command of SNC

V

ice Admiral MA Hampiholi, AVSM, NM took over the
reins of the Southern Naval Command (SNC) as its
29th Flag Officer Commanding- in-Chief. The Admiral
replaced Vice Admiral Anil Kumar Chawla, PVSM, AVSM, NM,
VSM, ADC who retired after close to four decades of yeoman
service. Vice Admiral MA Hampiholi was the Commandant of the
Indian Naval Academy, Kannur, Kerala prior to taking over this
appointment. The Flag Officer, a native of Dharwad, Karnataka

arrived in Kochi on 29 Nov 21 for taking over the new assignment.
A ceremonial parade, consisting of 16 platoons including 4
armed platoons and a 50 men “Guard of Honour” was held
at the Naval base on the occasion, in which both the Admirals
were accorded General Salutes and the parade concluded with a
“March in Review Order”. Subsequently, both the Flag Officers
carried out the formal handing / taking over in the office of the
Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief. Speaking to the members
of the media, prior to his departure, Vice Admiral AK Chawla
expressed satisfaction at the Command achieving its training
goals in providing quality and trained manpower for the combat
platforms. He also expressed happiness at the synergy achieved
by the Command with the civil administration of the state in
responding to different “Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster
Relief (HADR)” requirements.
On completion of the handing over, Vice Admiral AK Chawla
was bid farewell by various Heads of Units, Commanding Officers,
Chief Staff Officers, Officers, sailors and defence civilians of the
Headquarters, SNC. The traditional pulling out ceremony, by the
senior officers, officers and men of the Southern Naval Command
was also held after the media interaction. Admiral AK Chawla was
also presented a memento by the Office Bearers of Ernakulam
Press Club on behalf of people of Kerala for supporting the State
during challenging times.

Nikolay Kolesov Appointed as
Head of Russian Helicopters

N

ikolay Kolesov, former
head
of
Concern
Radio-Electronic
Technologies, has become a
Director General of Russian
Helicopters holding. Andrei
Boginsky, who has held this
position since 2017, transferred
to
the
United
Aircraft
Corporation as the Deputy
Director General for Civil
Aviation and as the Director General of the Irkut Corporation.
The purpose of this rotation is to strengthen both aircraft
building companies in their priority areas. Russian Helicopters
is currently developing large-scale civil aviation programs and
promoting new types of rotorcraft on the markets. In particular,
the holding is in the process of getting type certificate for the Ka62 helicopter. It also started flight tests of the upgraded Ka-226T
and will soon commence flight tests of the newest “offshore”
Mi-171A3.
“The holding is now one of the global leaders in the helicopter
industry. In order to strengthen its positions, we have to complete
numerous ambitious tasks. I would like to thank the previous
management for their contribution to the company’s development
— by now, the holding has accumulated a significant portfolio of
firm orders for 525 helicopters. We must ensure that the existing
contracts are unconditionally fulfilled, and proceed with several
important rotorcraft development projects for the civil segment,”
stated Nikolay Kolesov.

Trials of Commercial Aircraft
Hindustan-228

M

inister of State for Defence , Ajay Bhatt informed
Rajya Sabha that , Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd
had carried out a successful ground run and Low
Speed Taxi Trials (LSTT) of a prototype Hindustan-228 aircraft,
a potential commercial aircraft after Type Certification by
Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA).
HAL Kanpur carried out the 1st Engine Ground Run of
Hindustan-228 aircraft on 27th May 2021 in co-ordination with
DGCA team. Further, ground runs were also carried out for
testing of various systems. Subsequently, the LSTT was carried
out in co-ordination with DGCA team on 15th August 2021 and
the required test parameters were met.
Hindustan-228 aircraft is a variant of HAL manufactured Do228 aircraft which is already deployed under the UDAN scheme.
Hindustan-228 aircraft is being certified to the latest international
airworthiness standards with modern avionics system and will
be suitable for operations under UDAN scheme. Currently, HAL
has entered into an agreement with M/s Alliance Air on 26th
September 2021 for dry leasing of its two Do-228 aircrafts for
deployment in the North Eastern Region.
The project is funded by HAL. The total funds sanctioned
and released by HAL for this project is Rs 72.33 crore for the
prototype manufacturing and type Certification from DGCA.
Additionally, Rs 266.85 crore have been sanctioned by HAL for
the manufacture of six more aircraft.

Replacement of Helicopters
Minister of State for Defence Ajay Bhatt informed parliament
that replacement of aircraft fleet of the defence forces including
Cheetah and Chetak helicopters is reviewed from time to
time keeping in view the operational requirements. This is a
continuous process. The Government has planned replacement
of these helicopters with Naval Utility Helicopter, indigenous
Light Utility Helicopter (LUH) manufactured by HAL under “Buy
(Indian-IDDM)” project and Russian built Ka-226T as “Buy &
Make (Indian)”.
Initial Operational Clearance to LUH has been granted. Four
Limited Series Production (LSP) LUHs (02 for Indian Army and
02 for Indian Air Force) would be manufactured by 2022-23 and
eight (LSP) LUHs (04 for Indian Army and 04 for Indian Air Force)
by 2023-24. This would be followed by manufacture of Series
Production (SP) Helicopters by HAL.
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India Showcases its Defence
Capabilities at Edex

T

he International Exhibition Center
in the fifth settlement in Cairo
witnessed a grand launch of the
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second edition of Egypt Defence Expo
(EDEX 2021), which has hosted key
defence players from all around the globe.

Abdel Fattah El Sisi, the President of the
Arab Republic of Egypt, inaugurated the
event.

India Showcases its Defence Capabilities
at EDEX 2021 amid strict Covid and
security protocols. Held under the
patronage of the President Sisi, who
is the Supreme Commander of the
Egyptian Armed Forces, the exhibition
hosts Major Egyptian and international
companies
specialized
in
defense
industries. The Indian pavilion at the
expo was inaugurated by R. Madhavan,
Chairman and Managing Director of
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and
Commodore Siddharth Mishra (Retd),
Chairman and Managing Director of

BEML delegation at EDEX

Bharat Dynamics Limited.
This year the Indian companies had a
bigger presence at the expo. The Indian
companies include HAL, BDL, BEML,
Munitions India, Defence Research and
Development
Organisation
(DRDO)
and Brahmos. Major private companies
include Larsen and Tubro, Rashrtriya
Metals etc. Over 400 exhibitors from
42 countries showcases the latest
technology, equipment and systems
across land, sea, and air at the expo.
More than 30,000 industry visitors
attended
the
event.
The
event

reflects the Egyptian Armed Forces’
keenness to host major international
gatherings on Egyptian soil in defence
and military industries. EDEX 2021
offers the opportunity to exchange
expertise between professionals from
leading international and local bodies
in armament systems and defense and
military industries. General Mohamed
Zaki, Commander-in-Chief of the Armed
Forces, Minister of Defense and Military
Production, said that Egypt was happy
to welcome the international defence
industry to the country.

The DRDO delegation members at EDEX
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Indian Ambassador to Egypt Ajit Gupte visiting the BDL Stall at India Pavilion. Commodore Siddarth Mishra (Retd) CMD, BDL,
P.Radhakrishna, Director, BDL and M.Ravi, General Manager, Business Development also seen.

The L & T stall at EDEX
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The Chief of the Namibian Airforce is visiting the India Pavilion. R. Madhavan, CMD, HAL is also seen.
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MIL Aims to be a Reliable
Maker of Ammunition
Munitions India Limited (MIL) is the largest DPSU
created after the division of Ordnace Factory Factory
Board (OFB) and it is engaged in the manufacture of wide
range of explosives, propellants, and ammunition for the
Armed Forces. Under the leader of MIL’s Chairman and
Managing Director, Ravi Kant, an officer of 1986 batch
of Indian Ordnance Factories Service, the company aims
to grow into one of the most reliable manufacturer of
explosives and ammunition in terms of quality, cost and
deliveries in the world while aligning its future products
with emerging smart technologies. With the experience of
having led major ammunition indigenization programme
under the Transfer of Technology from leading OEMs
from Israel, Russia, Sweden, South Africa and Italy, Kant
is leading MIL to register successes in various areas of
defence manufacture. Speaking to Aeromag, he talks
about the priorities and operations of MIL.
Ravi Kant
CMD
Munitions India Limited
As a new company by bifurcating
the Ordnance Factory Board, could
you talk about the products, services,
and manufacturing facilities of
Munitions India?
As you are aware the erstwhile
OFB has been converted into seven
100% government owned DPSUs.
Munitions India Limited (MIL) is
the largest DPSU among these and
engaged in manufacture of wide
range of explosives, propellants,
and ammunition ranging from small
calibre to large calibre, bombs,
rockets, mines and other such items.
Our 12 factories are spread over five
states in India. These are equipped
with modern manufacturing facilities
coupled with all requisite test and
evaluation facilities. MIL is also
engaged in development and upgrade
of its products to meet newer
requirements of customers.
What are the important on-going
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programmes of Munitions India for
the Indian Armed Forces?
MIL will be meeting all the
requirements of Indian Armed
Forces and Indian Police Forces for
a wide range of ammunition and
explosives under its manufacturing
belt. MIL is continuously modernising
its
manufacturing
facilities
to
achieve higher standards of quality
and become more competitive.
Considering future requirements
of the Services, MIL is augmenting
its production capacities for certain
explosive
manufacturing
plants.
Future requirements of ammunition
are dependent on today’s weapon
induction trend. We are aware of such
future requirements in the field of
ammunition for small arms, medium
calibre, artillery ammunition and
rockets.
The on-going projects include new
FSAPDS tank ammunition, BMCS
for artillery, supporting explosive

manufacturing plants for these
ammunitions in addition to
ammunition
development
exercise.
Besides,
Indian
Army, which is our biggest
and prestigious customer, MIL
is trying to expand horizon
towards requirements of Indian
Air Force (IAF) and Indian Navy,
which presents a prospective
business opportunity.
The Government of India has
stressed the need to involve the
private industry in the defence
sector
under
Atmanirbhar
Bharat. Could you talk about
Munitions India’s plan in this
regard?
MIL is fully committed to
‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ program
of the government of India. It
has started to see successes
in various areas of defence
manufacture. Several small
and big companies have
entered into business of
defence manufacture. It is a
comprehensive program of
government wherein innovation
(iDex), support to startups and
MSMEs, indigenisation (Srijan
Portal), generation of IPR
(Mission Raksha Gyan Shakti),
development of indigenous
and futuristic items (MakeII), artificial intelligence (AI

in Defence) have all been
interwoven to lay foundation of
strong, independent and future
ready
indigenous
defence
industry.
MIL is supporting indigenous
industry with high level of
outsourcing to MSME firms.
MIL also plans to support
Indian industry in development
of
future
ammunition
wherein expertise of MIL in
development, manufacturing
and tests of explosives is
very useful. We are planning
strategic tie-ups with certain
companies in this regard.
Internally, MIL also is aligned
to take benefits of above
programs of the GoI to grow
up in the technology chain. Our
experience with indigenisation
has been very positive in
bringing down cost as well as
procurement time.
Please tell us about export
business of Munitions India.
What are the products and who
are the customers?
MIL, though at a nascent stage
now, has given special thrust to
exports driven by favourable
government policies and large
business opportunities. MIL
group of factories are exporting
ammunition and explosives

to various countries in last
few years. There have been
several repeat orders, which
gives us confidence on high
level of quality standards as
well as competitive pricing.
We cannot divulge the specific
details of countries and
products being exported, but
the range encompasses small
arms ammunition, large calibre
ammunition, explosives.
MIL has also started venturing
into exports of ammunition
hardware components and to
become part of global supply
chain. Geographical map of
our customer countries spans
over Asia, Middle East, Africa,
Europe, USA and others.
We are targeting growth in
export market with specific
Product: Country Matrix. There
are
certain
manufacturing
segments where we have to
work on becoming more cost
competitive. I hope that export
from MIL will grow manifolds
in coming years with new
geographies and new products.
As
the
first
Chairman
and Managing Director of
Munitions India, could you talk
about your vision and plans for
the company?
As the first CMD of
prestigious MIL, my first task
is to motivate my workforce
through this transformation
stage. The factories under MIL
are well-equipped with very
strong and skilled workforce.
Explosive manufacturing is a
very specialised and sensitive
area, where manufacturing
technology is not only a
‘science’ but also an ‘art’. The
company has to focus on its
strength. I foresee MIL to grow
into one of the most reliable
manufacturer of explosives and
ammunition in terms of quality,
cost and deliveries in the
world while aligning its future
products with emerging smart
technologies.
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SIATI-KPMG Report on ‘Government
Support for Aerospace Sector’ Released

D

r. Ajay Kumar, Defence Secretary
has stressed that “Some of
the recent developments in
the Indian Aerospace Sector are path
breaking like for example the liberalized
Drone Policy, which are expected to
revolutionize this industry It is high time
that we take the Aerospace industry in
India to the next level, because it has
tremendous potential with opportunities
both in the defence as well as in the civil
aviation market.” The Defence Secretary
was releasing the Report ‘Government
Support for Aerospace Sector – The
Road Ahead’, jointly brought out by the
Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies
and Industries (SIATI) and KPMG - India.
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Dr. Ajay Kumar applauded that the
report by SIATI and KPMG is truly
reflective of some real and practical
issues that need to be resolved. “We do
come across many reports, which are
sometimes a little bit theoretical. But I
really enjoyed going through this report
and I must compliment the people who
have worked behind it, particularly Dr.
Krishnadas Nair President SIATI, Dr.
Naresh Palta and their industry colleagues
from SIATI and Mr. Abhishek Verma and
his team from KPMG. I think that this
report is a wonderful effort. It will help
create greater awareness among the
stakeholders about both the opportunities
and the issues. And will further help in
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the growth of this industry.”
The Defence Secretary used the
occasion to compliment CMD HAL
and the Directors for bringing Indian
Aerospace on the Civil Aerospace map by
civil certification of the Dornier and ALH
–Dhruv.
He emphasized that the Offsets that
are outstanding at present, alone will
give opportunity for the industry for next
5-7 years. There is also great potential
for the Indian companies to excel in civil
and defence exports. Qualification of a
very large number of Indian Aerospace
companies by major foreign OEMs augurs
well for them to increase exports.
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AAI to spend Rs 25,000 cr.
for Airport expansion

General V. K.Singh (Retd)
Minister of State for Civil Aviation

T

he government has announced
that the Airports Authority of India
(AAI) has taken up a development
programme to spend around Rupees
25,000 crores in next five years for
expansion and modification of existing
terminals, new terminals, expansion or
strengthening of existing runways, aprons,
Airport Navigation Services (ANS), control
towers, technical blocks etc.
This information was given by Minister of
State for Civil Aviation General V. K.Singh
(Retd) in Rajya Sabha
The minister said that the aviation sector
in India has been affected due to severe
disruption caused by the COVID-19
pandemic. The estimated losses incurred
by airlines and airports in India in the
financial year 2020-21 is approximately
Rs.19,564 crore and Rs. 5,116 crore
respectively.
Some of the measures taken by the
Government to revive the civil aviation
sector :
• Three Public Private Partnership
(PPP) airports at Delhi, Hyderabad
and Bengaluru have undertaken
major expansion plan to the tune
of Rs. 30,000 Crores by 2025.
Additionally, Rs. 36,000 Crores
have been planned for investment in
the development of new Greenfield
airports across the country under
PPP mode.
• Government of India has accorded
'in-principle' approval for setting
up of 21 Greenfield Airports
across the country. So far, eight
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Greenfield airports namely, Shirdi
in Maharashtra, Durgapur in West
Bengal, Pakyong in Sikkim, Kannur
in Kerala, Orvakal in Andhra
Pradesh, Kalaburagi in Karnataka,
Sindhudurg in Maharashtra and
Kushinagar in Uttar Pradesh have
been operationalized.
• Goods and Services Tax (GST) rate
has been reduced from 18% to 5%
for domestic Maintenance, Repair
and Overhaul (MRO) services.
•
The number of freighter aircraft
deployed by Indian carriers has
increased from 7 in 2018 to 28 in
2021. As a result the share of Indian
carriers in international freighter
movements to and from India
increased from 2% to 19% over the
last two years.
Under Regional Connectivity Scheme
(RCS), also known as the Ude Desh ka
Aam Nagrik (UDAN) Scheme, as on 24
Nov 2021, 393 routes have commenced
connecting 62 unserved and underserved
airports, including 2 water aerodromes
and 6 heliports. The Government of
India has released over Rs. 2,062 crores
for revival of unserved and underserved
airports/heliports/waterdrome of the
State Government, PSUs and AAI etc since
April 2017 to October 2021.
The Ministry of Civil Aviation introduced
a new mode of transportation i.e. seaplane
operations from water aerodromes under
UDAN-3. Till date a total of 14 water
aerodromes have been identified in the
states of Gujarat, Assam, Telangana,
Andhra Pradesh, Andaman and Nicobar
Islands and Lakshadweep.
28 sea plane routes have been awarded
so far connecting the water aerodromes.
The private entities that have won the
seaplane routes are Spice Jet and Turbo
Aviation. RCS flight operations from
other water aerodromes will commence
once these are ready for operations. The
development of water aerodromes will
now be taken up by the Ministry of Ports,
Shipping and Waterways (MoPSW).
A MoU in this regard has been signed
between MoCA & MoPSW, said the
minister.

Former Minister
Amir Peretz
Appointed as
IAI Chairman

I

srael Aerospace Industries (IAI) Board
of Directors approves former minister
of defense, Amir Peretz, as Chairman
of the Board.
Amir Peretz said, "I would like to thank
the Government of Israel, along with the
Minister of Defense, Benny Gantz and
Minister of Finance, Avigdor Lieberman,
for their faith in me and for entrusting
me with a mission integral to Israel's
security. I assume this role with a sense
of admiration, acknowledging the great
responsibility I now hold in my hands, and
will do everything I can to propel Israel
Aerospace Industries forward. I extend
my thanks to the members of the Board of
Directors for their vote, and look forward
to collaborating with them and with
members of IAI's management. The total
of our joint efforts will be put towards
strengthening IAI as a leading company in
the aerospace and defense sector.
IAI is a cornerstone of Israel's security
and economy. I am honored to be
appointed as Chairman of the Board
of Directors of IAI, a company that is a
global pioneer in developing advanced
technologies for military and civilian
sectors and whose products are sold to
more than 100 countries worldwide. We
work alongside government agencies,
including the Ministry of Defense and
Ministry of Finance, and are looking
forward to fruitful cooperation.

LAND AND AIRLAND DEFENCE AND SECURITY EXHIBITION

13-17 JUNE 2022 / PARIS
THE DEFENCE & SECURITY

GLOBAL EVENT
1,800

exhibitors

+14,7%

from 63 countries
65,9% of international

65 startups at Eurosatory LAB

98,720

Total attendance
(exhibitors, visitors,
press, organisers)

227
Official delegations
from 94 countries
and 4 organisations
(representing 760 delegates)

690

journalists

from 44 countries

75 Conferences
2,100 Business meetings made
2018 key figures
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MHT - Leader in Heavy
Lift Rigging Business
Heavy Lift Rigging Business Established 1972, 40 yrs+

MHT authorised distributors for Usha Martin steel wire ropes
and largest manufacture of wire rope slings in India with
complete infrastructure and machineries.

Wire rope is mainly used lifting requirement, cranes, ships,
offshore and they need different sizes of wire ropes and slings
for their operations.

Also with wire ropes the companies need various other lifting
tackles like shackles, sockets, synthetic ropes, chains, chain Þttings.
MHT INFRASTRUCTURE
3000 Tons - Wire rope splicing machine upto 5" Dia (125 MM rope), 1000 Tons, 600 Tons,
150 Tons
300 Tons - Testing facility

More than 50,0000
SQ FT Ware housing
facilities covering
huge product range
in lifting tackles.

World class Facilities

HT Strands 12.7 mm, 15.2 mm
USHA MARTIN.

M

adras Hard Tools Private Limited,
established in 1972 is a market
leader in the Heavy Lift Rigging Business.
MHT is an authorized distributor for
Usha Martin steel wire ropes and largest
manufacturer of wire rope slings in
India with complete infrastructure and
machineries.
Wire rope, mainly used for lifting
requirements, cranes, ships, offshore with
different sizes of wire ropes and slings for
their operations.
With the wire ropes, the company is
also offering various lifting tackles like
shackles, sockets, synthetic ropes, chains,
chain fittings.

MHT INFRASTRUCTURE
3000 Tons - Wire rope splicing machine up to 5” Dia (125 MM rope) and 1000 Tons, 600 Tons, 150 Tons and 300 Tons Testing
facility.

India to promote cooperation in
space research with more countries

I

ndia is considering proposals for
collaborations and cooperation in
space research with more countries
through joint experiments and creating
platforms for inflow of expertise. This
was announced by Union Minister of
State Science & Technology, Atomic
Energy and Space, Dr Jitendra Singh.
In a written reply to a question
in the Rajya Sabha, the Minister
informed that building of satellites,
development of science instruments for
earth observation, space science and
planetary exploration; new propulsion
technologies; sharing of satellite data;
human spaceflight support, space
situational awareness, training and
capacity building in space technology
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applications are some of the specific
areas in which collaboration and
cooperation could be possible in future.
Dr Jitendra Singh said, as part of the
space sector reforms, the Indian National
Space Promotion and Authorisation
Centre (IN-SPACe) is created to ensure
greater participation of private sector
in space activities. He said, while ISRO
will largely focus on developing newer
technologies, undertaking technology
demonstrator missions, first-of-its kind
satellites, space science missions, human
space flights while ensuring continuity of
missions to cater to national imperatives,
New Space India Limited (NSIL) is
entrusted with the realization operational
satellites, launch vehicles and services.
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Patrons

SIATI MEGA EVENTS:
Aero, Space and Defence Vision 2030
SIATI Annual Awards
India International Supply Chain Conference
(21, 22 Jan 2022, Bangalore)

Dr G Satheesh Reddy
Sec Def R&D,
Chairman DRDO

Dr K Sivan
Sec Dept of Space,
Chairman ISRO

R Madhavan
CMD, HAL

Anandi Ramalingam Cmde S Mishra (Retd) Dr CG Krishnadas Nair
President , SIATI
CMD, BDL
CMD, BEL
Former Chairman HAL:

Vice Admiral
Lt Gen CP Cariappa Air Mshl Vibhas PandeVice Admiral S Naithani,
AVSM, VSM,
Narayan Prasad
MGS, IA
AOM, IAF
COM, IN
(Retd) CMD, MDL

21 Jan 2022

R Adm V. K. Saxena, Cmde B. B Nagpal
(Retd) CMD, GRSE
CMD, GSL

Aero, Space and Defence in India-Vision – 2030

Invited presentations from :
➢Armed Forces
➢Defence PSUs
➢DRDO, ISRO and other R&D Organisations

•SIATI Annual Award Function

➢Award for “Excellence in Indigeneous Development”
➢Award for “Life Time Achievements in Aerospace”
➢Award for “ Women Achiever in Aerospace”

Inaugural Session

with Secretary Defence, Secretary Civil Aviation, Secretary Def R&D
(Chairman DRDO), Secretary Dept. of Space(Chairman ISRO), Secretary Defence Production,
Chairman HAL and President SIATI.

Sessions

➢Presentations from Armed Forces on Vision 2030 on Aero Space and Defence
➢ISRO Space Projects and Programs - Vision 2030
➢ Presentation by DRDO – Vision 2030
➢HAL Vision 2030, New Programs and Projects in R&D and Manufacture, Private Industry Participation
➢Panel on Missiles and Ships
➢Presentation by BEL towards Atmanirbhar Bharat in Partnership with Private Industries.
➢The Role of Large Private Corporates towards Atmanirbhar Bharat in A & D – Panel Discussion
➢Energizing the SME as partners with R&D, DPSUs and Large Private Corporates – Panel Discussion
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India International
2nd EDITION
Supply Chain ConferenceAero, Space & Defence (IISCC – ASD)
22 Jan 2022

Venue: Old HMA, HAL, Suranjandas Road, Bangalore

Inauguration by – Shri Rajkumar, Secretary Defence Production
(requested)

Objectives

➢ To facilitate synergy and networking among Indian Aero, Space and Defence Manufacturers, R&D
organisations, foreign OEMs, Knowledge and Skilling Partners, and for strategic collaboration and
sustained supply chain development for the benefit of all.
➢ Supply to Indian Companies ; Supply from Indian Companies, Growth of Supply Chain Partners to
Value Chain and Innovation Partners, Indian Supply Chain for Global OEMs

Highlights of Exhibition & Seminars
➢ SUPPLY CHAIN FOR :
Metal components, Plastics, Rubber and Composites, Castings and Forgings, Electrical & Electronics components, Cable
Connectors and looms, Electromechanical and Avionics equipment and Systems, Structural Assemblies., Standard Parts,
Adhesives, Paints and other consumables, MRO of equipment and Systems.
➢ Role of private corporate such as TATA, Mahindra, L&T, Godrej, and others in partnering with the Indian SME Supply Chain.,
➢ Consortium approach for major equipment and structures; R&D and Innovation Partnership with DRDO & CSIR labs, long term
commitments & IPR issues; Defence corridors and supply chain ; Supply Chain requirements for Army, Navy, Air Force & Coast
Guard. Supply Chain for Battle Tanks, Armored Vehicles, Missiles and Tanks, Armaments etc.
➢ SUPPLY CHAIN DEVELOPMENT
➢ Expert presentations on experience of Indian OEMs and International OEMs and Indian R&D organisations on supply chain
development and the way forward.
➢ Case Studies – Success stories of Indian companies emergence as Indian and Overseas supply chain partners
➢
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

SERVICES FOR SUPPLY CHAIN DEVELOPMENT
Supply of Materials & Technologies
Advanced Manufacturing Equipment and Processes
Testing & Quality Assurance Support from DRDO,CSIR, Industry Labs, and Certification Agencies
IT services for design, manufacture and maintenance
Export Promotion or ways of enhancing Exports & Incentives.
Digital tech, Virtual Reality and 3D experience, AI & Robotics

Seminar ҉ Exhibition ҉ Buyer Seller Meet

EXHIBITION – 21, 22 Jan 2022
Stall - 6 sq mtr – Rs.20000/Registration- IISCC

Life Time Members - Free
Other Members - Rs 2000/- per delegates
Non Members – Rs 5000/- per delegate

Bank Details: SBI, HAL Branch, Saving Acct ,
Acct. No. 3175 963 5132, IFS Code SBIN0001114

Register Early at office@siati.org
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AEROSPACE
DEFENCE
DIRECTORY

AEROSPACE
DEFENCE
DIRECTORY
A Compendium of Indian
Aerospace & Defence Industries

PUBLISHING THE 7th EDITION.
FOR MORE DETAILS
CONTACT : directory@aeromag.in
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